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Advanced Analysis Algorithms for Microscopy Images
Siheng He
Microscope imaging is a fundamental experimental technique in a number of diverse
research fields, especially biomedical research. It begins with basic arithmetic operations
that intend to reproduce the information contained in the experimental sample. With the
rapid advancement in CCD cameras and microscopes (e.g. STORM, GSD), image processing
algorithms that extract information more accurate and faster are highly desirable.
The overarching goal of this dissertation is to further improve image analysis algorithms.
As most of microscope imaging applications start with fluorescence quantification, first we
develop a quantification method for fluorescence of adsorbed proteins on microtubules. Based
on the quantified result, the adsorption of streptavidin and neutravidin to biotinylated mi-
crotubules is found to exhibit negative cooperativity due to electrostatic interactions and
steric hindrance. This behavior is modeled by a newly developed kinetic analogue of the
Fowler-Guggenheim adsorption model. The complex adsorption kinetics of streptavidin to
biotinylated structures suggests that the nanoscale architecture of binding sites can result in
complex binding kinetics and hence needs to be considered when these intermolecular bonds
are employed in self-assembly and nanobiotechnology.
In the second part, a powerful lock-in algorithm is introduced for image analysis. A classic
signal processing algorithm, the lock-in amplifier, was extended to two dimensions (2D) to
extract the signal in patterned images. The algorithm was evaluated using simulated image
data and experimental microscopy images to extract the fluorescence signal of fluorescently
labeled proteins adsorbed on surfaces patterned with chemical vapor deposition (CVD). The
algorithm was capable of retrieving the signal with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as low as
-20 dB. The methodology holds promise not only for the measurement of adsorption events
on patterned surfaces but in all situations where a signal has to be extracted from a noisy
background in two or more dimensions.
The third part develops an automated software pipeline for image analysis, Fluorescen-
cent Single Molecule Image Analysis (FSMIA). The software is customized especially for
single molecule imaging. While processing the microscopy image stacks, it extracts physical
parameters (e.g. location, fluorescence intensity) for each molecular object. Furthermore, it
connects molecules in different frames into trajectories, facilitating common analysis tasks
such as diffusion analysis and residence time analysis, etc.
Finally, in the last part, a new algorithm is developed for the localization of imaged
objects based on the search of the best-correlated center. This approach yields tracking
accuracies that are comparable to those of Gaussian fittings in typical signal-to-noise ratios,
but with one order-of-magnitude faster execution. The algorithm is well suited for super-
resolution localization microscopy methods since they rely on accurate and fast localization
algorithms. The algorithm can be adapted to localize objects that do not exhibit radial
symmetry or have to be localized in higher dimensional spaces.
Throughout this dissertation, the accuracy, precision and implementation of new image
processing algorithms are highlighted. The findings not only further the theory behind digital
image processing, but also further enrich the toolbox for microscopy image analysis.
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The discovery of fluorescent proteins [1], together with the recent development of advanced
super-resolution microscopy, has enabled scientists to probe the intricate structure and func-
tion of cells and subcellular structures with unprecedented accuracy and specificity. Imaging
experiments have become the main source of data for biologist to test and validate hy-
potheses related to basic cellular and molecular phenomena. Computational methods for
automatic interpretation and information extraction have augmented the impact of imaging
experiments and are quickly becoming a valuable extension of the microscope. Such studies
have long been a major topic of biomedical research, and the recent advances in microscopic
image acquisition systems as well as sophisticated image processing algorithms indicate that
this is a trend likely to continue [2, 3]. The basic knowledge of the recent advancements in
imaging techniques and digital cameras is necessary for the improvement of image analysis
algorithms.
1.1 Total internal reflection fluorescence
Conventional epifluorescence microscopy is a widely employed imaging technique that uses
a broad cone of light to illuminate fluorophore-labeled specimens. The width of the light
cone depends on the numerical aperture of the objective lens. The limited spatial resolution,
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especially along the optical axis, often makes it difficult to differentiate between individual
specimen details that are obscured by out-of-focus background fluorescence. Various mech-
anisms are employed to restrict the excitation and detection of fluorescence to a thin slice
of the specimen. Elimination of background fluorescence from outside the slice implies elim-
ination of the noise associated with the background, hence it can dramatically improve the
signal-to-noise ratio and consequently the spatial resolution. Total internal reflection fluo-
rescence (TIRF) microscopy exploits the optical properties of an induced evanescent wave
in a limited region immediately adjacent to the interface between two media with different
refractive indices [4]. In practice, the most commonly used interface in TIRF microscopy
applications is the contact area between a sample solution and a glass coverslip.
The physical phenomenon of total internal reflection (TIR) relies upon the refraction (or
bending) of light as it encounters the interface between two media having different refractive
indices. A collimated light beam propagating through one medium and reaching such an
interface is either refracted as it enters the second medium, or reflected at the interface,
depending upon the incident angle and the difference in refractive indices of the two media.
Total internal reflection is only possible in situations where the propagating light encounters
a boundary with a medium of lower refractive index. Its refractive behavior is governed by
Snell’s Law:
n1 sin θ1 = n2 sin θ2, (1.1)
where n1 is the higher refractive index and n2 is the lower refractive index. The angle of the
incident beam, with respect to the normal to the interface, is represented by θ1, while the
refracted beam angle within the lower-index medium is given by θ2. When light strikes the
interface of the two materials at a sufficiently high angle, termed the critical angle (θc), its
refraction direction becomes parallel to the interface (90 degrees relative to the normal), and
at larger angles it is reflected entirely back into the first medium, resulting in confinement
of all of the light to the higher-index medium [5]. The critical angle can be calculated from
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the Snell’s Law expression on the condition that θ2 = 90





Although the light no longer propagates through the second medium when it strikes at
angles greater than the critical angle, a highly restricted electromagnetic field is generated
immediately near the interface, in the lower-index medium. This field is known as the
evanescent field. Within a limited depth into the second medium, it can excite fluorophores.
The energy of the evanescent wave decays exponentially as the wave penetrates into the
second medium:






where E(z) is the energy at a perpendicular distance z away from the interface, and E0 is






2 θ1 − n22
, (1.4)
where λ is the wavelength of the incident illumination. In a typical TIRF setup, the excitation
of fluorophores is restricted to a depth less than 150 nm [6].
The optical configurations of TIRFM are broadly classified into prism based and objec-
tive based techniques [7]. The prism based systems use a prism to direct the light toward
the interface with a separate objective for emission detection. They are cumbersome to work
with because it requires critical alignment to achieve total internal reflection and the prism
is coupled directly with the specimen. Therefore they restrict the specimen movement and
often involve unconventional sample mounting schemes, preventing the integration of other
complementary techniques such as fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS). For compar-
ison, objective based systems use a high numerical aperture (ideally NA> 1.4) objective for
both total internal reflection illumination and emission detection. They offer greater flex-
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ibility in specimen manipulation and measurement options. Most of the commercial total
internal reflection microscopy systems use the objective based approach.
The basic concept of total internal reflection fluorescence is schematically summarized in
Figure 1.1, in which the specimen containing fluorescent molecules are placed on a microscope
glass slide. The usual indices of the glass slide (n1 ≈ 1.52) and the aqueous specimen medium
(n2 ≈ 1.33) satisfy the condition of total internal reflection. Illuminating the sample with the
appropriate incident angle, the fluorophores close to the glass surface are selectively excited
by the evanescent wave and the fluorescence from these emitters can be collected by the
objective.
Figure 1.1: Geometric scheme of total internal reflection fluorescence. Refractive index of the
bottom medium must be greater than that of the upper medium. The incidence angle θ must
be larger than the critical angle θc for total internal reflection to occur. The exponentially
decaying evanescent field in the upper medium is used to excite fluorophores in total internal
reflection fluorescence. Adapted from [8].
Another technique that provides optical sectioning capability is laser scanning confocal
microscopy (LSCM) [10]. While the TIRFM approach is limited to regions immediately
adjacent to the interface with appropriate refractive index differences, confocal microscopy
can selectively image any plane in the specimen. However, the minimum optical section
thickness created by confocal microscopy is approximately 600 nm, which is significantly
thicker than the typical 150 nm optical section created by TIRFM. In addition, because
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Figure 1.2: Sample experiment images show the transition from epifluorescence mode to total
internal reflection fluorescence mode. HiLyte Fluor®647 microtubule solution was prepared
by following the standard protocol in reference [9]. 10 µL of the microtubule solution was then
mixed with 90 µL 100 nM Alexa Fluor®647 labeled streptavidin. The mixed solution was
injected into a flow cell for imaging. The fluorescence of microtubules deposited on the surface
were overpowered by the background fluorescence from bulk fluorescent streptavidin solution.
As the incident angle of the illumination laser increases, the underlying microtubules became
visible. When the incident angle was greater than the critical angle, the total internal
reflection fluorescence mode was achieved. The microtubules in the field of view were all
visible. Unpublished raw data.
can be integrated on nearly any modern research-level optical microscope.
1.2 Single molecule imaging
Single molecule imaging allows exactly one molecule to be observed by using tunable optical
radiation. This represents detection and spectroscopy at the ultimate sensitivity level of
∼ 1.66× 10−24 moles of the molecule of interest, or a quantity of moles equal to the inverse
of Avogadro’s number [11]. The technique of single molecule imaging has grown significantly
over the past dozen years [12]. Standard ensemble measurements, which yield the average
value of a parameter for a large number of (presumably identical) copies of the molecule
of interest, still have great value. In contrast, single molecule imaging completely removes
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the ensemble averaging, which allows construction of a frequency histogram of the actual
distribution of values for an experimental parameter. It is clear that the distribution con-
tains more information than the average value alone. For example, the shape of the full
distribution can be examined to see if it has multiple peaks, or whether it has a strongly
skewed shape. Such details of the underlying distribution become crucially important when
the system under study is heterogeneous. For biomolecules, heterogeneity easily arises, for
example, if the various individual copies of a protein or oligonucleotides are in different
folded states, different configurations, or different stages of an enzymatic cycle. Optical
spectroscopy at the ultimate limit of a single molecule has grown over the past dozen years
into a powerful technique for exploring the individual nanoscale behavior of molecules in
complex local environments [13]. Observing a single molecule removes the usual ensemble
average, allowing the exploration of hidden heterogeneity in complex condensed phases as
well as direct observations of dynamical state changes arising from photophysics and photo-
chemistry, without synchronization. TIRF is usually preferred to epifluorescence because of
higher signal-to-background ratio [14].
Most textbooks still assert that a light microscope cannot resolve objects that are closer
than about a quarter of a micrometer. Lens-based microscopy has toppled a barrier that
was thought to stand forever: the diffraction barrier imposed by the wave nature of light.
According to Ernst Abbe and Lord Rayleigh, light of a wavelength λ focused by a lens of





because diffraction fuses their images into a single blur. In the same way, light cannot be
focused more sharply than to a spot of d ≈ 200 nm in diameter and 400-700 nm in axial
length, which corresponds to the resolution limit of basically all farfield light microscopes
in the 20th century. The resolution issue began to change in the early 2000s when super-
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resolution microscopy was developed [15]. Discerning objects or molecules with distinct
spectral characteristics has never been precluded by diffraction [16]. But if there is no way
to put differently colored stickers on many molecules, the solution is to switch them on and
off so that they are seen consecutively. This is exactly how current super-resolution imaging
techniques resolve objects that are closer together than the diffraction limit. At the end of
the day, the techniques known as STED [17], GSD [18], SSIM [15], PALM [19], STORM [20]
all discern objects closer than 200 nm by switching their fluorophores on and off sequentially
in time.
Table 1.1: Glossary of single molecule imaging techniques.
Abbreviation Name
STED Stimulated emission depletion microscopy
GSD Ground state depletion microscopy
SSIM Saturated structured illumination microscopy
PALM Photoactivation localization microscopy
STORM Stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy
1.3 CCD camera
Digital camera systems, incorporating a variety of charge-coupled device (CCD) detector
configurations, are by far the most common image capture technology employed in modern
optical microscopy [21]. Until recently, specialized conventional film cameras were generally
used to record images observed in the microscope. A CCD imager consists of a large num-
ber of light-sensing elements arranged in a two-dimensional array on a thin silicon substrate.
The light-sensing photodiode elements of the CCD respond to incident photons by absorbing
much of their energy, resulting in liberation of electrons, and the formation of corresponding
electron-deficient sites (holes) within the silicon crystal lattice. One electron-hole pair is
generated from each absorbed photon, and the resulting charge that accumulates in each
pixel is linearly proportional to the number of incident photons. External voltage applied
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to each pixel’s electrodes control the storage and movement of charges accumulated during
a specified time interval. Image generation with a CCD camera can be divided into four
primary states or functions: charge generation through photon interaction with the devices’s
photosensitive region, collection and storage of the liberated charge, charge transfer, and
charge measurement. During the first stage, electrons and holes are generated in response to
incident photons in the depletion region of the metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) capacitor
structure, and liberated electrons migrate into a potential well formed beneath an adjacent
positively-biased gate electrode. The system of aluminum or polysilicon surface gate elec-
trodes overlie, but are separate from, charge carrying channels that are buried within a layer
of insulating silicon dioxide placed between the gate structure and the silicon substrate.
Electrons generated in the depletion region are initially collected into electrically positive
potential wells associated with each pixel. During readout, the collected charge is subse-
quently shifted along the transfer channels under the influence of voltage applied to the gate
structure.
In general, the stored charge is linearly proportional to the light flux incident on a sensor
pixel up to the capacity of the well; consequently, this full-well capacity determines the
maximum signal that can be sensed in the pixel, and is a primary factor affecting the CCD’s
dynamic range. The charge capacity of a CCD potential well is largely a function of the
physical size of the individual pixel.
Before the stored charge from each sense element in a CCD can be measured to determine
photon flux on that element, the charge must first be transferred to a readout node while
maintaining the integrity of the charge packet. A fast and efficient charge-transfer process,
as well as a rapid readout mechanism, are crucial to the function of CCDs as imaging devices.
In a CCD used for imaging, an information bit is represented by a packet of charges derived
from photon interactions. Because the CCD is a serial device, the charge packets are read
out one at a time.
The stored charges accumulated within each CCD photodiode during a specified time
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interval, referred to as the integration time or exposure time, must be measured to deter-
mine the photon flux on that diode. Quantification of stored charge is accomplished by a
combination of parallel and serial transfers that deliver each sensor element’s charge packet,
in sequence, to a single measuring node.
After the output amplifier fulfills its function of magnifying a charge packet and convert-
ing it to a proportional voltage, the signal is transmitted to an analog-to-digital converter
(ADC), which converts the voltage value into the 0 and 1 binary code necessary for inter-
pretation by the computer. Each pixel is assigned a digital value corresponding to signal
amplitude, in steps sized according to the bit depth of the ADC. For example, an ADC
capable of 14-bit depth assigns each pixel a value ranging from 0 to 16383, representing
16384 possible image gray levels. Each gray-level step is termed as an analog-to-digital unit
(ADU) [22].
The signal-to-noise ratio is given by signal over noise. The main source of noise is photon
noise, sometimes referred to as shot noise. It results from fluctuations that follow the Poisson
statistical distribution of photons, therefore the photon noise is equivalent to the square root
of influx photons.
Most of the system noise results from readout amplifier noise and thermal electron gen-
eration in the silicon of the detector chip. The thermal noise is attributable to kinetic
vibrations of silicon atoms in the CCD substrate that liberate electrons or holes even when
the device is in total darkness, and which subsequently accumulate in the potential wells.
For this reason, the noise is referred to as dark noise, and represents the uncertainty in the
magnitude of dark charge accumulation during a specified time interval. Similar to photon
noise, dark noise follows a Poisson relationship to dark charge accumulation. The rate of
generation of dark charge, termed dark current, is unrelated to photon-induced signal but
is highly temperature dependent. Cooling the CCD chip reduces the dark current dramati-
cally, and hence in practice, high-quality scientific CCD cameras usually include an efficient
cooling system to keep them work at a temperature at which dark current is negligible.
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Providing that the CCD is cooled, the remaining major electronic noise component is read
noise, primarily originating with the on-chip preamplifier during the process of converting
charge carriers into a voltage signal. Although the read noise is added uniformly to every
pixel of the detector, its magnitude cannot be precisely determined, but only approximated
by an average value, in units of electrons (root-mean-square or rms) per pixel. In general,
read noise increases with the speed of measurement of the charge in each pixel.
In practice, various sources of unwanted background light, such as scattering in micro-
scope optics and autofluorescence, may also contribute noise. Since the noise arises from the
background photon influx, it behaves similar to photon noise.
Take the above types of noise into consideration, the signal-to-noise ratio for CCD cam-





where P is the incident photon flux (photons/pixel/second), Qe is the CCD quantum effi-
ciency, t is the imaging integration time (seconds), D is the dark current value (electron-
s/pixel/second), and R is read noise (electrons rms/pixel).
1.4 Image analysis framework
We first set up the framework in which we will examine digital images arising from typical
microscopes (widefield, confocal, and others). As terms themselves can lead to confusion,
we note the following: The term digital image typically refers to a continuous-domain image
that has been both discretized (that is, sampled on a discrete grid), as well as digitized
(that is, the intensity has been quantized for digital representation). We introduce images
(both continuous-domain as well as discrete-domain) as vectors in Hilbert spaces and acquisi-
tion/imaging systems as transformations from one Hilbert space into another. Most of these
will be linear and can transform one continuous-domain image into another (continuous-
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domain filtering), a continuous-domain image into a discrete-domain one (analog-to-digital
conversion), or a discrete-domain image into a discrete-domain one (discrete-domain filter-
ing). A conceptual view of the whole system is given in Figure 1.3. What we usually call a
microscope image is an already acquired, and thus discrete-domain data set, which we refer
to from now on as a digital image.
The fundamental unit of a digital image is a pixel. The digital image can be represented
as a matrix of pixels, f(m,n). A pixel p at coordinates (m,n) has four horizontal and vertical
neighbors whose coordinates are given by
(m+ 1, n), (m− 1, n), (m,n+ 1), (m,n− 1).
This set of pixels is called the 4-neighbors of p. The four diagonal neighbors of p have the
coordinates
(m+ 1, n+ 1), (m+ 1, n− 1), (m− 1, n+ 1), (m− 1, n− 1).
Together with the 4-neighbors, they are called the 8-neighbors of p. Some of the neighbor
coordinates of p lie outside the digital image if p is on the border of the image. Following
the neighbor definition, we can define adjacency:
• 4-adjacency: Two pixels p and q are 4-adjacent if q is in the 4-neighbors of p.
• 8-adjacency: Two pixels p and q are 8-adjacent if q is in the 8-neighbors of p.
A path from pixel with coordinates (m1, n1) to pixel with coordinates (mk, nk) is a sequence
of distinct pixels with coordinates (mi, ni) where pixels (mi−1, ni−1) and (mi, ni) are adjacent
for 2 ≤ i ≤ k. Two pixels p and q are said to be connected in a subset of pixels, S, if between
them there exists a path which only consists of pixels in S. For any pixel p in S, the set of
pixels that it connected to in S is called a connected component of S. If only one connected











Figure 1.3: A conceptual pipeline of image analysis. The specimen is imaged using any of
todays microscopes, modeled by the input image passing through the blocks of PSF and A/D
conversion (analog-to-digital conversion), producing a digital image. That digital image is
then restored either via a denoising followed by deconvolution, or via joint denoising/decon-
volution, producing a digital image. Various options are possible: the image could go through
segmentation/tracing/tracking and finally a data analysis/modeling/simulations block with
the output. At the input/output of each block, one can join the pathway to either skip a
block or send feedback to previous blocks in the pipeline.
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The principal goal of restoration techniques is to improve an image in some predefined
sense. Restoration attempts to recover an image that has been degraded by using a priori
knowledge of the degradation phenomenon. Thus, restoration techniques are oriented toward
modeling the degradation and applying the inverse process in order to recover the original
image. The degradation process is often modeled as a degradation function. Together
with an additive noise term, it operates on an input image to produce an degraded output
image. Given the degraded image, some knowledge about the degradation function, and
some knowledge about the noise term, the objective of restoration is to get an estimate of
the original image. We want the estimate to be as close as possible to the original input
image.
The restoration approach usually involves formulating a criterion of goodness that will
yield an optimal estimate of the desired result. Some restoration techniques are best formu-
lated in the spatial domain, while others are better suited for the frequency domain. For
example, spatial processing is applicable when the only degradation is additive noise. On the
other hand, degradations such as image blur are difficult to approach in the spatial domain
using small filter masks. In this case, frequency domain filters based on various criteria of
optimality are the approaches of choice. These filters also take into account the presence of
noise. A restoration filter that solves a give application in the frequency domain often is used
as the basis for generating a digital filter that will be more suitable for routine operations
using a hardware/firmware implementation.
Segmentation subdivides an image into its constituent regions or objects. The level of
detail to which the subdivision is carried depends on the problem being solved. That is,
segmentation should stop when the objects or regions of interest in an application have been
detected. For example, in the automated inspection of electronic assemblies. There is no
point in carrying segmentation past the level of detail required to identify those elements.
Segmentation accuracy determines the eventual success or failure of computerized analysis
procedures. Most of the segmentation algorithms are based on one of two basic properties
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of intensity values: discontinuity and similarity. Thresholding is an example of methods in
the second category [23].
Ultimately, what we really want to understand, analyze and interpret, are the biological
characteristics of the underlying specimen. Based on the information extracted from the
image, we could build biophysical models for scientific interpretation. For example, we could
create molecular trajectories from image localization across all image frames, calculate and
plot the mean-squared-displacement (MSD), determine the interactions and therefore the
surface characteristics [24].
1.5 Organization of this thesis
This dissertation consists of four projects, which tackle different aspects of microscopy image
analysis.
The first project is described in Chapter 2, “Streptavidin Adsorption”. This work applies
basic image measurement techniques to quantify intensity measurements. Intensity data in-
dicate the amount of adsorbed fluorescent proteins, therefore a dose-response relationship
can be obtained. An extended kinetics model can be built from the imaging data. Molec-
ular interactions were controlled by different experimental conditions and the model was
validated. It elucidated the role of nanoscale architecture in adsorption kinetics. This work
resulted in one publication [25].
The second project is described in Chapter 3, “Lock-in Analysis”. In this project, the
lock-in algorithm was extended to the two-dimensional and spatial domains to significantly
improve signal-to-noise ratio in the presence of 1/f noise. It demonstrates the optimal
design of patterns on imaging substrate. This work resulted in one publication [26] and one
provisional patent application. Another manuscript has been submitted [27].
The third project is described in Chapter 4, “FSMIA”. Here, a new software package for
comprehensive single molecule imaging analysis was developed, allowing high-throughput,
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automatic information extraction for all single molecules of interest. A primary version of
the software is finished and will be in maintainance by the lab.
The last project, described in Chapter 5, “Pattern Matching Method”, extends object
recognition algorithms for single molecule imaging analysis. Single molecule of interest can
be identified from mixtures of imaged objects, with two orders of magnitude improvement
in speed. Furthermore, the new method can localize single molecules with precision close to
the theoretical limit, yet it is still one order of magnitude faster than the gold standard. This
work is described in a submitted manuscript [28] as well as a provisional patent application.




Effect of Nanoscale Architecture on
Protein Adsorption
2.1 Introduction
The microtubule-kinesin gliding assay has been widely used for over a decade as molecular
transport systems [29,30]. In the microtubule-kinesin system, streptavidin is often used as the
crosslinking molecule to enable attachment of additional variety of molecules to microtubules.
While studying the propulsion speed of streptavidin loaded microtubules, Korten and Diez
recorded the adsorption curve of the cargo streptavidin onto biotinylated microtubules [31],
and the curve cannot be explained with the Langmuir isotherm. Later experiments by
Jeune-Smith further confirmed this non-Langmuirian behavior (unpublished data). Further
analysis of the experimental data showed apparent negative cooperativity in the protein
adsorption. This was unexpected as the classical Langmuir adsorption model had been used
previously to predict the degree of streptavidin coverage [32]. The goal of this project was
to determine the mechanism underlying the negative cooperativity observed.
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2.1.1 Biotin and streptavidin
Biotin-streptavidin linkages are a key tool in supramolecular chemistry and nanobiotechnol-
ogy because of their low dissociation rate and their ability to connect molecular and nanoscale
building blocks with high specificity [33,34,35,36,37]. For example, by binding streptavidin
molecules to biotinylated microtubules, it is possible to tune assembly of microtubules into
larger structures [38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43], capture biotinylated analytes such as antibodies and
DNA [29,32,44], and create defined obstacles that hinder kinesin motor movement along the
microtubule [31]. In all of these cases, it is essential that the streptavidin coverage on the
microtubule is well-controlled. Although initial experiments hinted that streptavidin adsorp-
tion could be predicted by the Langmuir model [45], it was later shown that coverage had
not yet reached saturation [31], suggesting that the adsorption behavior is more complex.
In order to control the degree of streptavidin coverage, the adsorption behavior needs to be
clearly understood.
2.1.2 Microtubules and kinesin
The microtubule is one of the principal components of the cytoskeleton in eukaryotic cells (the
others being the networks formed by actin filaments and intermediate filaments), providing
both mechanical support to carry out essential functions like cell division, as well as serving
as a “highway” along which motor proteins transport vesicles and organelles around the
cell [46]. The basic building blocks of microtubules are the αβ-tubulin heterodimers. Both
α-tubulin monomer and β-tubulin monomer are approximately 4 nm in diameter, hence each
tubulin dimer is about 8 nm in length (Figure 2.1). The heterodimer does not separate into
monomers unless with harsh chemical treatment. The heterodimers join together head-to-
tail, forming protofilaments of alternating tubulin monomers. These protofilaments associate
laterally to form a rigid (flexural rigidity is approximately 2× 10−23N ·m2 [47]) and hollow
cylindrical microtubule. Typically microtubules are composed of 13 protofilaments in vivo,
while in vitro they are composed of 12–15 protofilaments, depending on the polymerization
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conditions [48]. Microtubules are in dynamic assembly and disassembly, with constantly
addition and dissociation of tubulin dimers at both ends. The rates of change at the two
ends are not equal, resulting in the polarity of microtubules. The end that grows more
rapidly is called the plus end whereas the other end is known as the minus end.
 a  b  c  d
Figure 2.1: Molecular structure of a microtubule and kinesin procession. (a) A ribbon
model of the tubulin heterodimer. (b) A single protofilament consists of many tubulin
heterodimers arranged linearly in the same orientation. (c) The microtubule consists of 13
protofilaments in parallel with each other. (d) The mechanochemical cycle of kinesin walking
on a microtubule. Each kinesin center-of-mass step is 8 nm. Adapted from [49].
Kinesins are double-headed molecular motors that consume adenosine triphosphate (ATP)
molecules and walk toward the plus end of associated microtubules with 8 nm steps (Figure
2.1). The prototypical kinesin-I, the founding member of the kinesin family we used in the
experiments, is a homodimer of two heavy chains. The heavy chain comprises a globular
head at the N-terminal motor domain, an α-helical coiled-coil stalk, and a C-terminal tail
domain, to which the cargo binds.
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2.1.3 Gliding motility assays
In vivo, the kinesins walk on the microtubule. In an in vitro gliding motility assay, the
kinesins are attached with their tails to a surface and bind with their globular heads to
a microtubule and transport it with a maximum speed of ∼800 nm s–1. Adenosine imi-
dotriphosphate (AMP-PNP) can be used to keep microtubule stationary. AMP-PNP is a
nonhydrolysable analog of ATP which prevents microtubule gliding, allowing kinesin motors
to hold microtubules in the absence of ATP.
Biotinylated microtubules are often used in in vitro cargo transport studies [29,31]. The
biotin linkers are attached to the tubulin via lysine groups, nine of which are distributed
on the outer surface of the tubulin heterodimer (Figure 2.2). The nearest two lysine groups
are spaced approximately 1 nm apart when tubulin dimers are arranged into a microtubule.
The biotin tubulin distributed by Cytoskeleton® has an average of one biotin functionalized
lysine group per heterodimer. The average distance between neighboring biotin binding sites
is about 6 nm, but neighboring biotin molecules may be as close as 1 nm if the nearest two
lysine groups are biotinylated, or farther than 12 nm (the maximal distance between binding
sites which allows interactions between adsorbate molecules) apart.
Microtubules are held approximately 17 nm above the surface by the kinesin motors, and
the average distance between motors in the experiments are approximately 100 nm. Thus,
streptavidin can access all sides of the microtubule (Figure 2.3).
2.1.4 Negative cooperativity
Due to the high density of binding sites on the microtubule and the negative charge of the
streptavidin molecules, negative cooperativity between binding sites is one possible explana-
tion for the complex adsorption behavior. While cooperativity cannot be taken into account
with the Langmuir model [45], extensions in gas adsorption such as the Temkin model and
the Fowler-Guggenheim model account for interactions between adsorbate molecules under
equilibrium conditions [51, 52, 53]. The Fowler-Guggenheim model is based on the same
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1 nm
Figure 2.2: The outer surface of the tubulin heterodimer with lysine groups highlighted in
yellow. The protein sequence is from the Protein Data Bank (PDB) and the corresponding
PDB ID for the tubulin is TUB1. Image is rendered using the Visual Molecular Dynamics
(VMD) software [50]. From [25].
Figure 2.3: The geometry of the gliding motility assay is shown schematically here. Micro-
tubules are held approximately 17 nm above the surface by kinesin motors. Kinesins are
spaced on average about 100 nm apart from each other. The coating of casein on the surface
prevents the kinesin motors from binding along their lengths to the surface, and also prevents
the microtubules from adsorbing directly onto the surface and binding due to nonspecific
interactions. From [25].
assumption as the Langmuir model, however improved to include nearest-neighbour inter-
actions. In this approach lateral interactions are taken into account in a simple way by
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assuming that the total interaction energy is the same for all the possible configurations of









where θ is the fraction of coverage, p is the gas pressure, a is a characteristic constant of the
system and Ei is the nearest-neighbour interaction energy. The Temkin isotherm is
θ = 1−Θln p
ps
, (2.2)
where Θ and ps are characteristic constants of the system. It does not behave correctly for
p → 0 and for p → +∞. The isosteric heat of adsorption calculated using Equation 2.2
decreases linearly with surface coverage, which is interpreted to be caused by the lateral
interactions between adsorbate molecules.
However, under typical experimental conditions [29, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42,
43, 44], equilibrium is not reached because the repulsive interactions between adsorbates
dramatically slow the adsorption process.
The two major kinetic adsorption models are the Langmuir-type kinetic adsorption model
and the Random Sequential Adsorption (RSA) model. The former is the kinetic analogue
to the Langmuir equilibrium model (i.e. it assumes identical and independent binding sites)
and is therefore unsuitable for this system [54]. On the other hand, the RSA model only takes
into account steric interactions between adsorbate molecules, and neglects any cooperative
effects on the binding probability of accessible binding sites [55].
Here, we develop and test a kinetic adsorption model using the adsorption of streptavidin
onto biotinylated microtubules as an example of a system where interacting particles adsorb
to densely situated, identical binding sites. At steady state, our kinetic model reduces to
the Fowler-Guggenheim equilibrium model. By fitting the model to experimental data, we
obtain values for the intrinsic activation energy and the average adsorbate interaction energy
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at the transition state.
2.2 Materials and methods
2.2.1 Microtubule preparation
The 100% biotin microtubules were polymerized from a 20 µg aliquot of biotinylated bovine
brain tubulin (T333P, Lot 013, Cytoskeleton, Denver, CO) in 6 µL BRB80 buffer of 80
mM piperazine diethanesulfonic acid (PIPES), 1 mM magnesium chloride (MgCl2), 1 mM
ethylene glycol tetraacetic acid (EGTA), pH 6.9 with potassium hydroxide (KOH) (if not
specifically mentioned, all chemicals were purchased from Sigma, St. Louis, MO) with 4 mM
MgCl2, 1 mM guanosine triphosphate (GTP), and 5% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) at 37°C.
After 30 minutes, the microtubules were stabilized and diluted 100-fold in BRB80 containing
10 µM paclitaxel. The 40% biotin microtubules were created by mixing rhodamine-labeled
tubulin with biotinylated tubulin before microtubule assembly.
2.2.2 Kinesin preparation
A kinesin construct consisting of the wild-type, full-length Drosophila melanogaster kinesin
heavy chain and a C-terminal His-tag was expressed in Escherichia coli and purified using a
Ni-NTA column [56].
2.2.3 Fluorescent streptavidin/neutravidin adsorption assay
The experiments were performed in 75–100 µm high, 1 cm wide flow cells assembled with
two glass coverslips (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) and held together by double-sided
Scotch® tape. A casein-containing solution (0.5 mg ml−1 in BRB80) was perfused into a flow
cell and allowed to adsorb for 5 minutes. Next, 30 µL of kinesin solution was perfused into
the flow cell and allowed to adsorb for 5 minutes. Thereafter, 30 µL of microtubule solution
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diluted ten-fold in adenosine imidotriphosphate (AMP-PNP)-antifade solution (BRB80 with
1 mM AMP-PNP, 20 mM D-glucose, 20 g mL−1 glucose oxidase, 8 µg mL−1 catalase, 10
mM dithiothreitol, 0.2 mg mL−1 and 10 µM paclitaxel) was perfused into the flow cell and
allowed to adsorb for 5 minutes.
Adsorption of streptavidin/neutravidin to surface-immobilized microtubules was per-
formed by washing out unbound microtubules twice with 30 µL AMP-antifade solution and
flowing a 30 µL of streptavidin/neutravidin solution (Alexa Fluor® 488 conjugated strepta-
vidin or Rhodamine RedTM-X conjugated neutravidin from Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) into
the flow cell. Excess streptavidin/neutravidin was removed after 10 minutes of incubation
by washing twice with 30 µL AMP-PNP-antifade solution.
2.2.4 Image acquisition and data analysis
The flow cells were imaged using a Nikon TE2000-U Epi-fluorescence microscope (Nikon,
Melville, NY) equipped with an X-cite 120 lamp (EXFO, Ontario, Canada) and iXON
DU885LC EMCCD camera (Andor, South Windsor, CT) and a 40× oil objective (NA 1.30).
The exposure time was 5 s to image Alexa Fluor 488 streptavidin and 2 s to image rhodamine
neutravidin, respectively.
Data analysis was conducted using the imaging software ImageJ (available at http:
//rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/). Intensity measurements of microtubules loaded with streptavid-
in/neutravidin were made by subtracting the background (the mean value of the intensity
counts of an 8 µm circular region near, but not on, the microtubule) from the mean value
of the intensity counts of an 8 µm circular region centered on a microtubule. The intensity
value represents the mean ± SEM of 24-30 individual intensity measurements. The kinetic
model was fit using the nonlinear fitting tool of MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA). The
fit parameters E0 and Ei are presented as fitted parameter value ± 95% confidence interval
of the fitted value, based on the nonlinear fitting algorithm. E0 was kept constant between
the two fits for neutravidin adsorption.
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2.3 Results
2.3.1 Modeling negative cooperativity
Each of the tubulin dimers presents several lysine groups on its outer surface after its as-
sembly into a microtubule. On average, one of these lysines is functionalized with biotin
(according to the manufacturer) so that neighboring binding sites are spaced between 0.5
nm and 11 nm. The long-chain biotin derivative, biotin-XX
(6-((6-((biotinoyl)amino)hexanoyl)amino)hexanoic acid) molecule used has a long and flexi-
ble linker (1.7 nm) [57,58].
Fluorescently tagged streptavidin with a diameter of 4 nm binds to the biotin-linkers on
the surface of the microtubule (Figure 2.4). Streptavidin has four binding sites which can
form strong bonds to biotin (Kd ≈ 10−14 M) [59]. The long biotin linker allows a bound
streptavidin molecule to access its surroundings. Thus, neighboring adsorbate molecules are
able to interact. The radius of interaction is further increased by streptavidin’s negative
charge [60].
A range of streptavidin concentrations (0.1 nM, 1 nM, 10 nM, 100 nM, 1 µM, and 10
µM) are added into the system and incubated for 10 minutes, consistent with published
protocols of similar experiments [29, 31, 32, 38, 41, 61]. Excess streptavidin is flushed out of
the system, leaving only bound adsorbate molecules behind. We then image the microtubules
and measure the fluorescence intensity, which is proportional to the degree of coverage (Figure
2.5). Coverage is plotted as a function of streptavidin concentration (Figure 2.6a).
Fluorescence intensity increases over the whole range of concentrations tested rather
than plateauing after a sharp increase over a narrow range of adsorbate concentrations,
as expected from a Langmuirian adsorption process. Since the microtubules are long and
held about 20 nm above the surface by the widely separated kinesin tethers [62], binding
sites on the microtubule surface have identical local environments and binding strengths.
Therefore, the gradual increase in coverage must originate from negative cooperativity due
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Figure 2.4: Electrostatic and steric interactions can be varied by replacing streptavidin with
neutravidin and by changing the density of biotinylated tubulins. Adapted from [25].
to interactions between adsorbate molecules.
To eliminate electrostatic interactions between adsorbate molecules, neutravidin (pI =
6.3) can be used as an electrically neutral alternative to streptavidin (pI = 5) [63]. Neu-
travidin has approximately the same size and structure, and also binds strongly to biotin
(Kd ≈ 10−15 M) [59]. Coverage increases more rapidly, bringing the adsorption curve closer
to a Langmuirian fit (Figure 2.6b).
Steric interactions can be reduced by increasing the average distance between biotin sites
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Figure 2.5: Fluorescence microscopy images of fluorescent streptavidin adsorbing for 10
minutes to biotinylated microtubules tethered to kinesin-coated surfaces. Individual intensity
measurements are taken by summing the counts for a circle of 8 µm diameter centered on
the microtubule and background-corrected by subtracting the counts in an identically-sized
circle close to the microtubule. The inset in the first panel is a contrast enhanced image of
the measured microtubule. From [25].
by 50% via 2.5-fold dilution of the biotinylated tubulin during the polymerization of the
microtubule. Again, the range of concentrations over which coverage increases narrows, and
the adsorption behavior becomes almost Langmuirian (Figure 2.6c). This implies that the
observed adsorption behavior of streptavidin is due to a combination of electrostatic and
steric interactions between adsorbate molecules.
Due to the absence of models of adsorption kinetics that account for interactions between
adsorbates, we formulated a kinetic model which converges to the Fowler-Guggenheim model
at steady state (dθ/dt = 0). We assume that the change in coverage (θ) over time is
determined by the rate of adsorption and the rate of desorption (koff = 5.4× 10−6 s−1) [64].






Equation 2.3) and the molecular flux to the surface (the blue part in Equation 2.3) [65].
The sticking probability is dependent on the probability that an adsorbate molecule finds an
open site and the probability that the adsorbing molecule has enough energy to overcome
the apparent activation energy barrier. The energy barrier itself consists of two terms:
the intrinsic activation energy of bond formation (E0) and the additional energy needed to
overcome the nearest neighbor interactions at the transition state (Ei). Since the sticking
probability is low (∼ 10−6) [66] as is the case with other bonds in solution [67] the surface
acts as a nearly perfect reflector, and the adsorbate concentration can be assumed to be
constant throughout the solution. It is therefore possible to use the Hertz-Knudsen equation
to determine the molecular flux (the blue part), which depends on the concentration of the
bulk solution c, the density of binding sites σmax, the temperature T , and the molecular














We numerically integrated and fit equation 2.3 to the data, with E0 and Ei as fit pa-
rameters (Figure 2.6). For streptavidin adsorbing onto 100% biotinylated microtubules, we
obtained values for the intrinsic activation energy (13 ± 1 kT) and the interaction energy
(8±2 kT). For comparison, the intrinsic activation energy of free biotin adsorption to strep-
tavidin in PBS buffer has been measured to be 10± 4 kT [64,69]. For neutravidin adsorbing
Figure 2.6 (preceding page): Experimental data and fits. (a) Adsorption of fluorescently
tagged streptavidin (FSA) onto microtubules polymerized with 100% biotin tubulin. The
grey data point corresponds to maximum intensity (measured after 24 h incubation). (b) Ad-
sorption of fluorescently tagged, electrically neutral neutravidin (FNA) onto 100% biotin mi-
crotubule decreases interaction energy by about 3 kT. (c) Adsorption of fluorescently tagged
neutravidin onto 60% rhodamine 40% biotin microtubules increases the average distance be-
tween binding sites. Due to random fluctuations in lamp intensity, intensity measurements
between experiments cannot be directly compared. Error bars represent the standard error
of the mean of 24–30 individual intensity measurements. From [25].
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onto 100% biotinylated microtubules, the interaction energy decreases to 5± 3 kT while the
intrinsic binding energy stays the same (13 ± 2 kT), implying that the charge of strepta-
vidin adds an additional 3 kT to the activation energy barrier. When 40% biotin tubulin is
used with neutravidin, the interaction energy further decreases to 2 ± 2 kT. The decreased
binding site density reduces steric hindrance, which accounts for the decreased activation
energy. Thus, we conclude that steric hindrance contributes the 5 kT of non-electrostatic
activation energy to streptavidin binding to 100% biotinylated microtubules [70]. A. Lam
has developed a physical model of the geometry of the system to explain the additional
barriers [25].
2.3.2 Adsorption kinetics
We show that our system has not yet reached equilibrium by taking fluorescence intensity
measurements at various time points for a mid-range concentration (100 nM) of streptavidin.
The flow cells are prepared as described in the main text, and the solutions are flowed into
the cell in the same order. However, the fluorescent streptavidin is allowed to incubate for
varying amounts of time (50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900 and
1000 s). A different flow cell is prepared for each time point, which causes some variability
between data points.
Figure 2.7 shows the fluorescence intensity measurements taken from the flow cells as
well as the expected intensity based on the kinetic model developed above. The parameters
used for the kinetic adsorption curve were obtained from the fit of the kinetic equation to
the streptavidin adsorption data presented in Figure 2.6a (E0 = 13 kT, Ei = 8 kT).
2.3.3 Moving vs. stationary microtubule loading
We show that the adsorption behavior does not change significantly between stationary and
moving microtubules (Figure 2.8). To obtain data measurements for the moving micro-
tubules, flow cells are prepared as described in section 2.2, and the solutions are flowed into
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Figure 2.7: Fluorescence intensity of biotinylated microtubule incubated with streptavidin
for different lengths of time. Measurements in Figure 2.6 were taken at t = 600 s. Variability
between flow cells, represented by the error bars, was estimated for each data point by taking
the average of the difference in fluorescence intensity between that data point and its two
neighboring data points. From [25].
the cell in the same order. However, instead of 1 mM non-hydrolyzable AMP-PNP, 1 mM
ATP is used, allowing the kinesin motors to move the microtubules around the surface of the
flow cell at speeds of 600–700 nm/s when there is no streptavidin coverage. The presence of
streptavidin on the microtubule interferes with kinesin movement and slows the microtubules
down (Figure 2.9).
2.3.4 Charge interaction and steric hindrance
Because the system is surrounded by a buffer solution, the electrostatic interactions are
shielded. The degree of shielding affects the Debye length, which is indicative of the distance
at which electrostatic interactions are decreased by 1/e due to the ions in the solution. The





























Figure 2.8: Adsorption behavior of moving and stationary microtubules is similar throughout
the whole range of streptavidin concentrations. The data shown was obtained from a different
set of experiments. The intrinsic activation energy E0 (14±2 kT) and the interaction energy
Ei (8 ± 4 kT) obtained from the stationary dataset are consistent with those from Figure
2.6a. From [25].
50 mM EGTA (pKa = 6.91)
28 mM NaOH
80 mM PIPES (pKa = 6.76)
46 mM KOH
1 mM MgCl2
This results in a Debye length of approximately 1.5 nm.
The electrostatic interaction energy arises from the combined interactions of all neighbors
with the adsorbing streptavidin. Because each streptavidin molecule carries multiple negative
charges and has an interaction radius of about 7.2 nm (streptavidin diameter: 4 nm, biotin
linker length: 1.7 nm, and Debye length: 1.5 nm), the observed energetic cost of electrostatic
























Figure 2.9: Average gliding speeds of microtubules measured with streptavidin at various
concentrations. From [25].
to the limited applicability of DLVO theory at high ionic strengths [71].
The presence of nearest neighbor adsorbate molecules decreases the number of paths to
the surface accessible to an adsorbing molecule, and thereby raises the entropic contribution
to the free energy of the transition state.
The change in microstates can be estimated by the area of access blocked on the micro-
tubule due to the presence of nearest neighbors. Thus the energetic cost is approximately:
∆E = −kT lnAf
Ai
. (2.4)
We assume that each molecule has a diameter of approximately 4 nm and the biotin linker
allows the streptavidin to reach an extra 1.7 nm. Assuming that the distance between binding
sites is on average 6 nm, at 40% biotinylation, approximately 70% of paths are blocked
leading to an increase in activation energy of 1–2 kT. At 100% biotinylation, approximately
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99% of the paths are blocked leading to an increase in activation energy of 5 kT. This
matches the values obtained from fitting the model to our adsorption data, and rationalizes
the observations without constituting an exact calculation.
2.3.5 Multivalent binding modeling
Due to the geometry of the system, in principle, it is possible that a streptavidin or neutra-
vidin molecule can bind to multiple biotin binding sites, which would result in less coverage
along the microtubule and thus a smaller fluorescent signal. Because binding to two biotin
molecules limits the volume that the adsorbate can access, double-binding should be the
most dominant multivalent interaction. We consider double-binding a two-step process:
1. the formation of the first streptavidin-biotin bond which depends on rate constant k1,
2. the formation of a second bond on the streptavidin with a neighboring biotin which
depends on rate constant k2 and the probability p that a neighboring binding site is
free (i.e. the complement to coverage).





where B is a biotin binding site, S is a streptavidin molecule. We assume that because the
biotin-streptavidin dissociation rate is so low so that the backwards reaction is negligible.
From these chemical equations, we can write a set of differential equations which can
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then be numerically fit to the data:
dx
dt
= k1(b0 − x− 2y)(s0 − x− y) (2.5)
dy
dt







From this set of differential equations, we expect there to be two distinct phases in
the adsorption curve: 1) at low concentrations of streptavidin, double-binding is dominant
and coverage increases linearly with concentration, and 2) when streptavidin concentration is
more than half of the biotin concentration, single-binding is dominant and coverage increases
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Figure 2.10: Fit for double binding scenario. In addition to the total amount of adsorbed
streptavidin, the amounts of single binding and double binding streptavidin species are also
shown separately. From [25].
However, the best fit from this set of differential equations does not match well with the
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experimental adsorption data. Thus, we conclude that double-binding is not likely to play a
major role in determining the shape of the adsorption curve.
2.4 Discussion
While adsorption curves of analyte detection systems are often fit to multi-parameter ex-
pressions [72, 73], these curves do not provide mechanistic insight. Here, we develop a new
kinetic adsorption model (Figure 2.11) and determine the intrinsic activation energy and the
increase in activation energy due to interactions between binding sites. It is possible to ap-
ply this kinetic model to any adsorption process with identical binding sites and interacting
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Figure 2.11: Theoretical prediction of streptavidin adsorption behavior for different incu-
bation times. Curves are generated based on the kinetic model, with parameters obtained
from the model fit to data from streptavidin adsorption onto 100% biotinylated microtubules
(E0 = 13 kT and Ei = 8 kT). From [25].
Previous studies on avidin adsorption onto biotinylated microtubules showed that protein
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interactions may influence adsorption behavior at equilibrium. Based on the adsorption
data and theory, we verify that both electrostatic and steric interactions play a large role
in determining the adsorption kinetics of streptavidin to biotinylated microtubules due to
their contributions to the apparent activation energy. In general, systems which must be
sensitive to a wide range of concentrations (e.g. chemical sensors) would benefit from having
densely situated binding sites allowing for negatively cooperative interactions, while less






Fluorescence-based imaging is widely used in biotechnology, environmental detection and
medical diagnostics, because it can resolve objects at the nanometer-to-micrometer scale [76].
Main drawbacks of fluorescence measurements include insufficient brightness of the fluo-
rophores, high background fluorescence, and, as a result, inadequate signal-to-noise ratios.
Although major efforts have been directed towards improved fluorescence probes with higher
brightness and better photostability [77, 78, 79, 80, 81], current progress is hampered by in-
creasingly complicated (and expensive) syntheses of the fluorescent probes with often still
insufficient quantum yields [79,82]. Several alternative strategies have been pursued includ-
ing metal enhanced fluorescence [83,84,85,86], or photonic crystal enhanced fluorescence [87].
In addition to limitations associated with inadequate fluorophores, a spectrum of exper-
imental factors can contribute to increased noise, including excess background fluorescence
from out-of-focus planes [88], lens effects [89], or inhomogeneous illumination [90]. To better
account for experimental influences, the background signal can be subtracted from the actual
fluorescence signal by comparing binding regions and non-binding reference regions within
the same field of view using substrates with microstructured thickness differences [72].
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The challenge of detecting a small signal in the presence of large background and high
noise also frequently exists when data are acquired which do not vary in time but in one
or more other dimensions (such as space). For example, when measuring the adsorption of
fluorescent proteins onto surfaces by acquiring microscopy images, the background is often
high due to out-of-focus fluorescence from unbound analytes in the solution and the read-
out noise in individual camera pixels can be large. As the noise is often proportional to
the square root of the background [88], the signal-to-noise ratio is generally very low in
this type of experiments; hence it is hard or even impossible to extract the signal values.
Experimentally this limitation can be lessened by using total internal reflection fluorescence
(TIRF) imaging [4] or various surface patterns, like gap-antenna inside a nanoaperture [91],
quantum dots on a photonic crystal surface [87] or metal-enhanced colloidal nanocrystals [92],
which enhance the fluorescent signal and screen the background.
3.1.1 Fluorescence interference contrast microscopy
Fluorescence interference contrast (FLIC) microscopy is a microscopy technique that uses
optical interferences to measure the height from surfaces with nanometer precisions. The op-
tical theory underlying FLIC was developed by Lambacher and Fromherz [93]. FLIC occurs
when fluorescent objects are in the vicinity of a reflecting surface, e.g., silicon wafer. An ex-
ample setup is schematically depicted in Figure 3.1. The fluorescent objects are illuminated
and imaged from the opposite side of the reflecting surface. Excitation light (λex) may excite
the fluorophores in the objects either directly or via the reflecting interface. A similar light
path exists for the emission light (λem). The resulting interference between the direct and
the reflected light leads to a double sin2 modulation of the observed fluorescence intensity,













This allows FLIC microscopy to achieve z-resolution on the nanometer scale. Therefore it is
well suited for measurements such as topographical imaging of an intermembrane junction









Figure 3.1: Principle of fluorescence interference contrast microscopy. The interference be-
tween direct and reflected light leads to a periodic modulation of the observed fluorescence
intensity, depending on the distance from above the Si/SiO2 surface.
3.1.2 1/f noise
Measurements are always troubled by noise. In signal processing, the most widely used
model of noise is white noise, which assumes a constant power spectral density. However, it
is an overly simplified assumption, which fails to capture the noise features in many scientific
and technological problems. Johnson first observed that the noise in his experiment was not
white at low frequency [96]. Instead, the power spectral density was inversely proportional to
the frequency. This type of noise is named 1/f noise, pink noise or flicker noise. Sometimes
the term is used more loosely to refer to any noise with the power spectral density of the
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form
S(f) = C/fα (0 < α ≤ 3), (3.2)
where f is the frequency and C is a constant. 1/f noise is an intermediate between white
noise with no correlation in time and Brownian motion (random walk) noise with no cor-
relation between increments (Figure 3.2). It is widely found in various disciplines, such as
physics [97], technology [98], biology [99, 100], astrophysics [101], economics [102], psychol-
ogy [103] and even music [104].
3.1.3 Lock-in amplifier
The lock-in amplifier is a powerful technique for measuring signals that are troubled by 1/f
noise. The working principle of a lock-in amplifier (Figure 3.3) relies on the orthogonality of
sinusoidal functions. Specifically, the signal of interest, I, is modulated at a carrier frequency
ω and hence the input waveform Uin(t) = I cos(ωt) is fed into the system. In addition, a
reference waveform at the same frequency but with a phase shift θ, Uref (t) = V cos(ωt +
θ), is also fed into the system. When two sinusoidal functions of different frequencies are
cross-correlated and integrated over a time interval much longer than the period of the two
functions, the result approaches zero. However, when two sinusoidal functions of the same
frequency are cross-correlated, the average value is proportional to the signal and the cosine
of the phase shift. The output is maximal when the two sinusoidal functions are in phase
and is proportional to the input amplitude. Therefore the signal value I can be extracted. In
addition to sinusoidal functions, the detection algorithm is generally applicable for periodic
functions. In principle, the lock-in amplifier can be considered as a tracking band-pass filter.
It is highly advantageous in filtering 1/f noise since with the choice of an appropriately
high carrier frequency, the noise is limited to a narrow band where the power density of the
noise is small. Lock-in amplifiers offer noise bandwidths of less than 0.001 Hz and Q-factor














Figure 3.2: Sample realization of various types of power noise.
amplifiers have mainly been utilized in the measurement of time varying electrical signals.
Specific examples are instrumentation for mass spectrometry [106], optical spectroscopy
[107, 108], diffuse optical tomography [109], electrical impedance spectroscopy [110], and













Figure 3.3: Schematic layout of a basic lock-in amplifier in one dimension. The input is a
square wave with amplitude I and corrupted by noise. The reference input is an ideal square
wave with selected amplitude V (usually chosen to be one unit) and the same period as
the input. It is shifted in phase in the phase shifter and then cross-correlated. The output
amplifer normalizes the cross-correlation value based on V , and the final output recovers the
value for I. From [27].
The challenge of detecting a small signal in the presence of large background and high
noise also frequently exists when data are acquired which do not vary in time but in one
or more other dimensions (such as space). For example, when measuring the adsorption of
fluorescent proteins onto surfaces by acquiring microscopy images, the background is often
high due to out-of-focus fluorescence from unbound analytes in the solution, and the read-
out noise in individual camera pixels can be large. As the noise is often proportional to
the square root of the background [88], the signal-to-noise ratio is generally very low in
this type of experiments; hence it is hard or even impossible to extract the signal values.
Experimentally this limitation can be lessened by using total internal reflection fluorescence
(TIRF) imaging [4] or various surface patterns, like gap-antenna inside a nanoaperture [91],
quantum dots on a photonic crystal surface [87] or metal-enhanced colloidal nanocrystals [92],
which enhance the fluorescent signal and screen the background.
The most commonly used approach though is to average the readout of many camera
pixels in a signal region and subtract the readout of a similarly sized reference region [72].
This corresponds to a reduction in the bandwidth of the measurement, and improves the
signal-to-noise ratio by removing high frequency noise. Unfortunately, simple averaging of
contiguous regions is far from optimal in the presence of 1/f noise, because it is the low
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frequency noise which makes the largest contribution.
The approach described here is to extend the mathematical principle underlying lock-in
amplifiers, the lock-in algorithm, from the time domain to the spatial domain, and from
one dimensions (typically time) to two or more dimensions. This approach is illustrated
for the specific case of analyzing digital images. Simulations of signal restoration from
images with low signal-to-noise ratio suggest how to choose the optimum parameters for the
experiment design. In addition, the algorithm is also tested on real microscope images and
its performance is evaluated.
Here we introduce a novel type of fluorescence analysis substrates that uses precisely
engineered polymer nanofilms of appropriate thickness to simultaneously (i) amplify the
fluorescence signal of the test regions and (ii) extinguish the fluorescence of the reference
regions. A main advantage of this approach is that the chemical nature of the polymer
substrate is identical throughout the entire system, thereby eliminating the need to create
a specialized surface chemistry in the reference region, which suppresses the binding of the
fluorescent species. This advantage can be further amplified by an extension of the classic
lock-in detection concept towards the analysis of patterned surfaces to eliminate background-
related noise.
3.2 Materials and methods
3.2.1 Gold coating
Polished 4-inch silicon wafers (Silicon Valley Microelectronics, Inc.) were coated by a Denton
Vacuum DV-502A E-Beam Evaporator according to the standard operation procedure. First,
a 5 nm Ti adhesion layer and then 35 nm or 100 nm gold was coated at 1.0 Å/s. Metal
patterns were generated by applying polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) micro-stencils on the
wafers before loading them into the E-beam evaporator. The micro-stencils were well adhered
to the wafers during the coating process. The details for the micro-stencils preparation were
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reported in previous papers [112,113].
3.2.2 CVD polymerization and characterization
Poly(4-chloro-p-xylylene), poly(formyl-p-xylylene) (polymer 1) and poly[(4-aminomethyl-p-
xylylene)-co-(p-xylylene)] (polymer 2) were synthesized via CVD polymerization. Details
about the deposition of these polymers have been reported before except polymer 1. To gen-
erate surfaces with polymer micro-patterns by multiple-step CVD, the polymer was coated
on the surface multiple times with different precursor feed amount and with the help of
PDMS micro-stencils. FTIR spectra of the CVD polymer films were recorded on a Nicolet
6700 spectrometer with the grazing angle accessory (Smart SAGA) with a 80°fixed angle of
incidence. XPS spectra were acquired on an Axis Ultra X-ray photoelectron spectrometer
(Kratos Analyticals, UK) equipped with a monochromatized AlKα X-ray source. Thicknesses
of patterned coatings were measured on silicon or gold substrates with an Imaging Spectro-
scopic Ellipsometer (Accurion, Nanofilm EP3-SE) with 1 µm lateral resolution. Ellipsometric
parameters were fitted using the Cauchy model.
3.2.3 Fluorescence imaging
Real time monitoring of protein adsorption or antibody binding were carried out with an
epifluorescence microscope (Nikon Eclipse 80i) with a standard set-up as shown in Figure
3.6. A FluorChem M (ProteinSimple, USA) digital dark room was used for imaging a series
of fluorescent molecule immobilized surfaces with different polymer spacer layer thicknesses.
3.2.4 Specific antibody binding
The patterned surface was incubated in 0.5 mg/ml biotinylated polyethylene glycol (PEG)
hydrazide (Thermo Scientific) solution (pH=5) for 4 h. After thorough rinsing with water
and PBS solution, 20 µg/ml streptavidin in phosphate buffer (PBS) containing 0.1% bovine
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serum albumin (BSA) was added and washed away with PBS after 90 minutes. Subsequently,
10 µg/ml biotinylated mouse epidermal growth factor (EGF) (Life Technologies) in PBS
containing 0.1% BSA was added and washed away after 90 minutes. Then the surface
was incubated in 10 µg/ml anti-mouse EGF antibody (a rabbit IgG protein) (Abcam) and
thoroughly rinsed after 90 minutes. Finally, the surface was incubated with 20 µg/ml Alexa
Fluoro 647 conjugated secondary antibody (goat anti-rabbit IgG) (Life Technologies) in
goat serum and the specific antibody binding process was monitored in real time under
fluorescence microscope.
3.2.5 Numerical simulations
A square image M of size Lperiod × Lperiod and intensity B was created. The central area of
image M , MC , was overwritten with an image of the size Lsignal × Lsignal and the intensity
B + I. To account for roughly trapezoidal edges around patterns due to limitations in
their manufacturing, a 4 pixels wide frame area around MC was overwritten with intensity
values varying uniformly between B and B + I. The image M was replicated and tiled on a
rectangular lattice, then rotated at angle φ and cropped to a rectangular image. Addition
of 1/f noise with power 2 to the image generated the patterned input image Uin for the
simulation. A noise-free reference image Uref was created with the same pattern as Uin, but
1.5 times larger in its linear dimensions. The intensity values of the reference image were
set to +1 in test areas, −1 in reference areas, and 0 in frame areas between the test areas
and the reference areas. The reference image was cross-correlated with the input image for
all possible rotation angles in 1°steps and all possible lateral offsets in 1 pixel steps (Figure
3.10a). The maximum value of cross-correlations, and the two-dimensional Fourier transform
of the image were used to determine the value of I (Equations 3.4 and 3.5). To study the
effects of different pattern design parameters, 100 input images were created with the same
I value and the specific design parameters but different samples of noise. The value of I was
predicted and its standard deviation was calculated. The theoretical lock-in image analysis
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and simulations were programmed with MATLAB R2013a (MathWorks, Natick, MA) on a
Windows PC (Intel Core i5, 2.8GHz and 8GB RAM).
3.2.6 Analysis of experimental images
Experimental images of fluorescently labeled proteins adsorbed to patterned surfaces were
available from another study [26]. The parameters Lperiod and Lsignal were known from the
pattern design. The prediction procedure of the intensity value is the same as above. The
signal values were also estimated by simple averaging of regions of interest (ROIs). Circular
ROIs that were 276 µm in diameter were drawn on all the square regions to determine B
and the regions close to them to determine B + I.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Nanostructured surfaces
The particular approach used for fabrication of variable thickness spacer layers on the same
gold substrate through a chemical vapor deposition polymerization (CVD) process [114] is
illustrated in Figure 3.4a. The CVD polymerization is a versatile coating technology that
allows for ultra-precise thickness control, while providing a wide selection of functional groups
for subsequent bioconjugation, including aldehyde, ketones, amine, alkyne, vinyl, maleimide,
anhydride, active ester, hydroxyl, fluorine, or photo-reactive benzoyl groups [115]. In the
examples shown in Figure 3.4, the particular CVD polymer carries aldehyde groups that can
be used to covalently attach fluorescent molecules via hydrazide coupling. A gold substrate
featuring aldehyde-functionalized spacer layers with different thicknesses was prepared by
CVD polymerization for subsequent covalent immobilization of Alexa Fluor 555 hydrazide.
The high degree of linearity of the relationship between precursor amount and polymer film
thickness enables control over the film thickness with nanometer precision and excellent
uniformity (Figure 3.4c). The chemically homogenous polymer surfaces were then analyzed
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by fluorescence microscopy (Figure 3.4b). While the covalent immobilization of fluorescent
dye is homogenous throughout the entire field of view, a clear contrast in the fluorescence
intensity can be detected between surface regions of different polymer thicknesses.
Figure 3.4: Preparation of nanoscale amplification substrates. (a) CVD polymerization
of various [2.2]paracyclophanes leads to polymer spacer layers with functional groups for
further immobilization of biomolecules. Fluorescent molecules can be immobilized to the
space layer via physical adsorption or covalent reaction. (b) Fluorescence micrographs of
a Alexa 555 hydrazide dye immobilized on patterned substrates made of polymer 1 with
aldehyde functional groups. The polymer layer thicknesses of different pattern regions were
measured by imaging ellipsometer and noted in the figure. We note that (III) is the high
magnification image of the sample shown in (IV). Scale bars represent 100 µm. (c) The
film thickness of polymer 1 and the precursor amount is plotted in the graph. When other
deposition parameters are fixed, the polymer film thickness can be controlled by the precursor
amount following a linear relationship. From [26].
The importance of the gold substrate is illustrated by a direct comparison with silicon
as substrate material in a single experiment, where gold islands were deposited onto silicon
wafers and then uniformly coated with CVD polymer 1 at a constant polymer thickness. The
signal-enhancing character of the gold coating compared to polished bare silicon was con-
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firmed (Figure 3.5a). In another experiment, polymer-coated surfaces with various polymer
layer thicknesses, as noted in Figure 3.5b-g, were incubated with Alexa Fluor 555 hydrazide
(10 µg/ml in water, 12 h) (Figure 3.5b,c) or Alexa Fluor 488 conjugated fibrinogen (100
µg/ml in PBS, 4 h) (Figure 3.5d-g) and thoroughly rinsed prior to imaging. Alexa Fluor
555 hydrazide was covalently immobilized following the experimental procedure outlined in
Figure 3.4, while fibrinogen adsorbs strongly on the hydrophobic polymer layers. This is
consistent with data collected from unstructured samples of either gold or silicon substrates
coated with spacer layers with variable thickness (Figure 3.5h,i), as the coatings in Fig-
ure 3.5c & 3.5g both fall into the thickness range where the fluorescent molecules on the
polymer-coated gold have lower intensity than the polymer-coated silicon.
3.3.2 Fluorescence modulation with nanostructured surfaces
In principle, the amplification and elimination of the fluorescence signal on nanofilms with
defined topology relies on the exploitation of fluorescence interference contrast above a reflec-
tive surface [62,93,116]. Interference between the direct and reflected excitation light, as well
as interference between the direct and reflected fluorescence emission, can cause extinction
of the fluorescence signal at the surface and at half of a wavelength of optical path length
(nanofilm refractive index of 1.64) above the surface, and maximization of the fluorescence
signal at 1/4 and 3/4 of a wavelength above the surface. The modulation of the fluorescence
signal becomes less pronounced at larger distances due to the large aperture of the objective
and the unequal excitation and emission wavelengths [117]. In addition to the modulation of
the fluorescence signal, which is also observed on non-metallic reflecting substrates such as
silicon, the nanoscale structure of the deposited gold film causes a strong amplification of the
signal referred to as metal-enhanced fluorescence (MEF) [118,119,120]. Transparent spacer
layers, such as silica [119,121,122], with precisely controlled thickness have been employed to
achieve a maximum enhancement of the fluorescence signal. By creating imaging substrates
with areas of thicknesses that extinguish the fluorescence signal (reference area) and areas
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of surface-modulated fluorescence interference contrast on CVD-
coated gold and silicon substrates. (a) Nanoscale films of polymer 1 with thicknesses of 55
and 110 nm were homogenously deposited on a silicon wafer featuring gold islands. (b,c)
Fluorescence micrographs of a Alexa Fluor 555 hydrazide dye immobilized on these sub-
strates. (d-g) Fluorescence micrographs of Alexa Fluor 488 fibrinogen immobilized on the
gold patterned silicon surface coated with CVD polymer 1 films with thicknesses of 10 nm,
20 nm, 40 nm, and 85 nm, respectively. (h,i) The relationship of the fluorescence intensity
versus the polymer spacer layer thickness for immobilized Alexa Fluor 555 hydrazide or Alexa
Fluor 488 fibrinogen. The polymer spacer layers were deposited on gold with a thickness
of 35 nm (squares) and 100 nm (diamonds), silicon (circles) and glass (star/dash-dot line).
No difference in fluorescence intensity was observed for samples with 35 nm or 100 nm gold
layers. Scale bars represent 100 µm. From [26].
that amplify the signal (test area), highly sensitive measurements can be conducted.
Here, these effects are illustrated using fluorescein-labeled bovine serum albumin (FITC-
BSA) as a model protein that binds to the polymer surface via non-specific adsorption (Figure
3.6). In this experiment, the dielectric spacer layer is realized by depositing a polymer layer of
poly(4-chloro-p-xylylene) on gold-coated glass using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) poly-
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merization [123]. The CVD process ensures nanometer control and excellent reproducibility
of the spacer thickness [124]. Based on experimental measurement and theoretical consid-
erations (Figure 3.6c), a layer thickness of 43 nm was selected to yield the maximal signal
(test area) and a layer thickness of 120 nm was selected to null the fluorescence signal (ref-
erence area) from the adsorbed FITC-BSA. Importantly, XPS elemental analysis confirms
the chemical identity of the test and reference regions (Figure 3.6b and Figure 3.7), which
unambiguously confirms that the surface is chemically uniform throughout the test region
and independent of the film thickness.
Because the fluorescence signal from the surface of the reference region must be zero,
the detected reference signal can be attributed to the experimental background and can
thus be subtracted from the test signal to remove contributions associated with the imaging
environment or imaging artifacts. By direct observation of test and reference regions within
the same field of view, this analysis platform can thus provide direct in situ observation of
surface-binding kinetics and enables real-time monitoring of protein adsorption, antibody
binding and other interfacial interactions (Figure 3.6e).
The potential of nanoscale fluorescence amplification substrates for biomacromolecule
studies is illustrated by imaging lambda-DNA stained with SYBRGold (Figure 3.8). Lambda-
DNA is a large double-strand DNA molecule with 2 nm diameter and 16 µm contour
length [125]. The fluorophore SYBR Gold has a good quantum yield of 0.6 [126]. X. Deng
selected the amino-functionalized polymer 2 coating as the nanoscale amplification layer.
For comparison, amino-functionalized organosilanes such as 3-aminopropyl-triethoxysilanes
(APTES) are commonly used to treat mica and glass surfaces to immobilize and condense
DNA molecules [127]. Similar to APTES-treated glass, amino-functionalized polymer 2 inter-
acts with DNA in water via the electrostatic interactions between positively charged amino
groups and negatively charged phosphate groups on the DNA backbone [125]. However, in
contrast to APTES, polymer 2 can be deposited as films with precisely controllable thick-
ness. While adsorbed DNA molecules display low levels of emitted fluorescence on bare glass
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or glass coated with polymer 2 (Figure 3.8a), the gold substrate coated with polymer 2 at an
optimum layer thickness of 55 nm enables clear observation of single DNA molecules at the
same microscope and camera settings. We attribute the three-fold fluorescence enhancement
to the particular setup of the fluorescence amplification substrate.
3.3.3 Fluorescent interference contrast microscopy
Although both, gold and silicon substrates, give rise to the characteristic features of fluo-
rescence interference contrast, gold substrates give a larger enhancement of the fluorescence
signal than silicon substrates measured relative to a transparent glass substrate (which does
not cause interference contrast). The enhancement factor seems to depend on different fluo-
rophores and the excitation wavelengths (Figure 3.9) and can be as high as 18× for surface
immobilized Alexa Fluor 555 hydrazide on the CVD polymer coated gold surface. The inter-
Figure 3.6 (preceding page): Real time monitoring of FITC-BSA adsorption on poly(4-chloro-
p-xylylene). (a) Bright field images of the patterned surface of poly(4-chloro-p-xylylene) on
a gold surface. The thickness of the nanoscale polymer layer inside the squares and outside
the squares are 43 and 120 nm respectively. (b) XPS imaging of Au 4f scans reveal no
contrast on a patterned surface coated with a polymer film that has thicknesses of 25 nm
outside the squares and 60 nm inside the squares. This confirms that the gold surface is
fully covered with poly(4-chloro-p-xylylene) and chemically identical. (c) A series of gold
surfaces coated with nanoscale polymer films of different thicknesses were incubated in 0.5
mg/ml FITC-BSA for 90 min, thoroughly rinsed, air dried and imaged in the FluorChem M
digital dark room with an exposure time 500 ms. Both the experimental data (the diamond
dots) and the fitted curve (the solid line) are plotted. For reference, the dash-dot line
presents the fluorescence intensity of the FITC-BSA adsorbed on bare glass coated with
poly(4-chloro-p-xylylene). (d) The setup for real time monitoring of the protein adsorption
under an epifluorescence microscope using a simple solution cell consisting of the fabricated
pattern surface shown in (a), a piece of thin PDMS layer with a punched hole and a piece of
cover glass. FITC-BSA adsorbed equally everywhere on the surface, but revealed different
fluorescence intensity on and off the pattern squares due to the different interference effect
from different polymer spacer layer thicknesses. (e) Real time monitoring of FITC-BSA
adsorption using the nanoscale amplification substrates. The concentrations used are in the
picomolar range (5 ng/ml equals 76 pM for FITC-BSA). The experimental kinetics data
(the solid circles and triangles) generated by lock-in analysis of the fluorescence microscope
images were taken every minute and follow a first-order rate model (solid lines). All scale
bars represent 200 µm. From [26].
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Figure 3.7: XPS imaging of Au 4f on the CVD polymer patterned on gold surfaces. (a)
For the patterned surface with 25nm Parylene C outside the squares and 60 nm inside the
squares, no chemical contrast is observed. (b) For the patterned surface with no Parylene
C outside the squares and 60 nm inside the squares, clear chemical contrast is observed.
The XPS images are presented without processing. Despite the existence of photoelectron
background noise and artifacts from the detector (the intensity variation from one side to
the other side of the images), the difference is clear between a chemically identical surface
with two layers of polymer and a surface with chemical difference in different pattern regions.
From [26].
ference pattern above the gold substrate is shifted 20 nm towards lower spacer thicknesses
relative to the silicon substrate, a phenomenon which has not been previously described and
likely arises from differences in the reflective properties between metal and polished silicon
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Figure 3.8: Imaging of single DNA molecules using nanoscale amplification substrates.
Lambda DNA stained with SYBR gold was adsorbed on films of polymer 2 (with amine
group) coated at different thicknesses on different substrates. (a) 100 nm polymer 2 coated
on a glass surface. (b) 55 nm polymer 2 coated on a gold surface. All samples were incubated
in the DNA solution (50 ng/ml) for 30 min followed by thorough rinsing and air blow drying.
Scale bars represent 10 µm. From [26].
surfaces. The experimental data are consistent with our theoretical predications as shown
in Figure 3.5h & i and Figure 3.6c.
Following the method of Kerssemakers et al. [62], and assuming that the reflectivity of
the gold surface is nearly perfect for the wavelengths considered here (parameter R=0), the
fluorescence intensity I on the spacer layer with thickness h is fitted with:












where I0 is the maximal fluorescence intensity, n is the refractive index of the spacer layer
(here n=1.64 for parylene), h0 is a parameter which introduces an offset in the intensity
modulation, λ is the effective average wavelength of excitation and emission light and γ
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Figure 3.9: Fluorescence intensity comparison of R-phycoerythrin (R-PE) adsorbed on the
Parylene C coatings deposited on gold or glass with pattern areas. A series of Parylene C
coated gold pieces with different polymer layer thicknesses were incubated in R-PE for 90
min, thoroughly rinsed, air dried. The samples were imaged in the FluorChem M digital dark
room with blue, green and red excitation light respectively. The fluorescence intensity from
the center areas of the pieces are measured by ImageJ and plotted against the film thickness
from the center areas of the samples. Both the experimental data (the diamond dots) and
the fitting curve (the solid line) are plotted. The dash-dot lines present the fluorescence
intensity of the R-PE adsorbed on Parylene C coated glass pieces. From [26].
is the decay parameter which approximates the loss in modulation depth due to the high
numerical aperture objective and the finite coherence length of excitation and emission light.
The fitting results are shown in Table 3.1.
The presence of an offset h0 of between 15 nm and 30 nm indicates that the light pen-
etrates partially into the surface of the metallic mirror, an effect which is not observed for
reflection at a dielectric surface such as silicon. These intriguing differences in the FLIC
curves between metallic and dielectric reflectors will be studied in detail in a future publi-
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Table 3.1: Fitting parameters of the FLIC equation
I0 h0 (nm) λ (nm) γ (nm)
FITC-BSA
(Figure 3.6c)
103.9± 3.1 23.4± 2.2 475.6± 6.7 –
Alexa Fluor 555 Hydrazide, Au
(Figure 3.5h)*
72.8± 5.1 19.3± 1.7 560 (fixed) 700 (fixed)
Alexa Fluor 555 Hydrazide, Si
(Figure 3.5h)
23.5± 1.9 −2.8± 3.1 560 (fixed) 700 (fixed)
Alexa Fluor 488 Fibrinogen, Au
(Figure 3.5i)*
110.2± 8.3 22.4± 1.7 488 (fixed) 700 (fixed)
Alexa Fluor 488 Fibrinogen, Si
(Figure 3.5i)
44.7± 5.5 −3.2± 3.5 488 (fixed) 700 (fixed)
R-PE with blue excitation light
(Figure 3.9)
72.3± 3.2 24.8± 2.0 516.3± 0.1 236.7± 32.4
R-PE with green excitation light
(Figure 3.9)
69.6± 1.7 29.0± 2.0 559.9± 7.0 –
R-PE with red excitation light
(Figure 3.9)
61.0± 2.0 16.8± 2.5 634.0± 11.2 –




The fundamental challenge of signal extraction in systems with low signal-to-noise ratios
is not specific to fluorescence measurements, but similarly applies to infrared spectroscopy,
molecular beam spectroscopy [106] and resistance thermometry. This challenge is frequently
addressed by applying signal processing methods, such as lock-in amplification methods.
The concepts underlying these signal processing algorithms can in principle be translated
from time-resolved measurements to spatially resolved measurements [128]. Here, the ability
provided by the CVD process to generate highly reproducible patterned surfaces with regions
where the fluorescence is either maximized or absent, enables the application of the lock-in
concept to the problem of recovering a fluorescence signal from the binding of molecules
to a surface. Rather than using a lock-in amplifier to recover a signal which is modulated
in time, we now introduce an algorithm, which recovers a fluorescence signal from a known
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spatial pattern in an image (modulating the signal in two spatial dimensions). The algorithm
cross-correlates the fluorescence microscopy image of the surface with the surface pattern of
known thickness regions (Figure 3.10a), automatically aligns the image and the pattern, and
extracts the portion of the fluorescence signal, whose modulation conforms to the pattern,
while rejecting contributions to the fluorescence signal, which arise from high-frequency noise
or slow variations in the background signal. More details regarding lock-in analysis will be
discussed later. Figure 3.6e summarizes experimental results, wherein the substrate shown
in Figure 3.6a was exposed to a fluorescence-labeled protein (FITC-BSA) for times ranging
from 1 to 64 min under identical imaging conditions. As a result of the adsorption of FITC-
BSA, a visible contrast between test and reference areas emerges over time. However, the
lock-in analysis of the images is able to remove noise from background fluorescence to such
a degree that the contrast between test and reference areas is already detectable at the first
data point, when the fluorescence from the test area has increased by less than one count
in average. As expected, the adsorption of FITC-BSA to the polymer-coated surface follows
first-order kinetics. Practically important, the fluorescence signal does not decline over time
indicating the absence of photobleaching over the observation period.
Usually the parameter of interest is the contrast between the square and the off-square
region, I, when the background B is much higher than I. If the input image is perfectly
aligned with a part of the reference image, there will be a local maximum of the cross-
correlation function (Figure 3.10b). Since the pattern of the image is periodic, there could
be multiple local maximums. To ensure the presence of at least one local maximum while
avoiding excessive computations, the reference image is chosen to be sufficiently larger in
linear dimensions than the input image (1.5 times in this study). The intensity values I and
















Uref = (Uin ⋆ Uref)max, (3.5)
where Npixel is the total number of pixels in the input image, ε is the image noise and F(0,0)
is the base component of the Fourier transform of the input image. The intensity values I
and B can be obtained by solving the system of Equations 3.4 and 3.5 under the assumption





The coordinates corresponding to the maximum are the offsets (also known as the phase
shift in the classic lock-in terminology) when input and reference images are well aligned.
The relation between the maximum cross-correlation and the rotation angle of the reference
image is well described by a Lorentzian function (Figure 3.10c). This curve provides the
prediction of the rotation angle of the input image.
The algorithm was evaluated using simulated and experimental image data.
3.3.5 Performance with simulated image data
Due to the limitation of manufacturing techniques, imaging systems and image pixelations,
the edges of the squares are not sharp, i.e., there are transition regions between the square and
the off-square region. Specifically in our experimental images, the width of transition regions
is approximately 4 pixels (258 nm). Instead of a square wave shape in 1D cross section, the
input images have a trapezoidal wave shape to simulate these fuzzy edges. Including the
pixels in these regions results in an underestimate of the signal in the squares. To avoid this
bias, frames covering the edges around the squares are added to the reference image. The
utilization of frames does not only improve the prediction of the signal in average, but also
slightly reduces the variance (Figure 3.11).





Figure 3.10: A typical example of the lock-in image analysis. (a) Lock-in analysis scheme.
(b) Cross-correlation at φ = 28°. (c) Maximum cross-correlation at different φ. From [27].
mined by the difference between the pattern intensity and the off-pattern intensity, the same
amount of information from both sides would result in a minimum variance in predictions,
that is, the same number of pixels is used in the lock-in analysis computation. Simulations
show that the optimum ratio is around 0.5, although the difference in the standard deviation
of predictions is not large between 0.25 ∼ 0.75. Extreme ratios do show a significant increase
in the variance of predictions (Figure 3.12).
More importantly, as the power of noise in the high frequency range is smaller than
that in the lower frequency range for the 1/f type noise, the design of patterns with a
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Figure 3.11: Effect of pattern edges on predictions. In each group, the scattered data points
show the predicted signal values from 100 simulations, and they are fit with a Gaussian
distribution. The data are also summarized in box plots. The original signal value of
the simulated input image is shown by the horizontal dotted line, as a reference for the
comparison of predictions. From [27].
shorter period (higher frequency) would increase the SNR. However, due to the presence
of the frame, the fraction of utilized pixels decreases providing less information for the
lock-in analysis, and hence the SNR eventually decreases. These two opposing trends set
the optimum period of the pattern, and the optimum value decreases as the frame width
narrows. The largest pattern period corresponds to a single period in one image, where
the lock-in analysis converges to a basic averaging method (or DC measurement in electrical
engineering) (Figure 3.13). Conducting these simulations thus guides the selection of pattern



































Figure 3.12: Effect of pattern area ratios on prediction. The standard deviation (n=100) of
value predictions from simulation are plotted against the area ratio Asignal/Aperiod. The design
ratio (black) is (Lsignal/Lperiod)
2, while the actual ratio (red) is the ratio of the number of
pixels used in the signal square to the number of pixels used in one square period (excluding
the pixels in the frame region). Solid lines are to guide the eyes. From [27].
3.3.6 Integration of nanostructured substrates and lock-in analy-
sis
Fluorescence amplifying substrates and lock-in analysis can be integrated into established
biosensor concepts, such as immunofluorescence assays [129]. In Figure 3.14, biotin-PEG-
hydrazide was immobilized onto the aldehyde-functionalized CVD coating (polymer 1). In
a second step, the biotinylated surface was allowed to react with streptavidin. Finally,
epidermal growth factor (EGF) labeled with a biotin conjugate was attached to this modified
surface. To detect EGF, a primary antibody against EGF was incubated with the substrate
and the binding of fluorescence-labeled secondary antibody in goat serum was monitored in
real time (Figure 3.14b). A difference in the fluorescence signal between test and reference
regions was not observed, when either the EGF or the primary antibody were omitted in the
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0.1 Frame width: 10 pixels
Frame width:  6 pixels
Figure 3.13: Standard deviation of value predictions for different pattern periods. A narrower
frame was used and the optimal prediction was achieved at a lower period. Lines are guide
to the eyes. From [27].
assay, indicating specific binding. Again, the ultra-sensitive detection of miniscule increases
in the fluorescence signal of the test regions is enabled by lock-in analysis algorithms, whose
key steps are detailed in Figure 3.10a-c. In brief, the image from the camera is cross-
correlated with a larger reference image (Figure 3.10a) for all possible offset (Figure 3.10b)
and orientations (Figure 3.10c). The reference image is constructed from the known pattern
of test areas (assigned a pixel value of +1) and reference areas (assigned a pixel value of -1).
All test areas are framed by 6 pixel wide areas with a pixel value of 0, which account for the
limited resolution of the microscope. The combination of x-offset, y-offset, and rotational
angle yielding the maximum of the cross-correlation function corresponds to the perfect
alignment between camera image and reference image and is used to calculate the signal and
background intensity.
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Figure 3.14: Real-time monitoring of immunofluorescence antibody binding via lock-in anal-
ysis. (a) Immobilization of EGF, a primary antibody against EGF and a secondary antibody
conjugated with the Alexa 647 fluorescent dye. (b) The red solid squares present the bind-
ing kinetics of the secondary antibody (20 µg/ml) to the surface-bound primary antibody
in goat serum. The grey solid triangles show the results obtained on a control experiment
that lacked the EGF, but otherwise was treated identically. The black solid squares show
the results of a second control experiment that lacked the primary antibody immobilization
step, but was otherwise treated identically. All data shown in this graph were generated by
lock-in analysis from the fluorescence micrographs taken every 60 seconds. From [26].
3.3.7 Applications in microscopy image analysis
For the imaging of protein adsorption, the determination of the signal from the fluorescent
proteins is often complicated by the large background and other sources of noise (Figure
3.15a). Due to the uneven illumination in microscope systems, usually the noise is of the
1/f type (Figure 3.15b). This image noise caused large variations in the Fiji intensity
measurements, hence the underlying adsorption process is poorly represented. The lock-in
analysis is suited for this type of image analysis. As illustrated in Figure 3.15c, the time
trace of the fluorescence signal can be obtained with a reduction in both high frequency and
low frequency noise, revealing clear first order kinetics. Furthermore, the lock-in analysis is
especially helpful in the analysis of early stage kinetics, which provides critical information
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We have developed a novel algorithm extending lock-in analysis to measure signals precisely
in two dimensions. The technique allows the removal of 1/f noise which often exists in
optical imaging systems. The resultant analysis reveals the principles of optimal parameter
selection for patterned surface used in imaging. Additionally, the application of the algorithm
to systems beyond microscopy imaging is straightforward. For example, this mathematical
technique could be used to precisely quantify the illuminescence of microarrays. Looking
forward, we also envision the extension of lock-in analysis to three dimensional data sets.
With 3D periodic structures and voxel based images, such as that in X-ray crystallography or
in bone imaging with micro computed tomography (µCT), our algorithm potentially provides
new approaches to sensitive measurements.
Besides, we have demonstrated that nanoscale polymer films deposited on gold surfaces
can be used for real-time monitoring of protein adsorption, single molecule behavior, and
antibody binding. CVD polymerization of the spacer layers provides thickness control with
nanometer accuracy, facile micro-/nanofabrication integration and simultaneous functional-
ization and deposition within one single step. The functional groups presented by the spacer
layer can be selected within a wide range according to specific needs of the biomedical appli-
cations. The application of lock-in analysis algorithms enables detection of minute changes
in the fluorescence signal on the patterned surface; even in the presence of high background
Figure 3.15 (preceding page): Application of the lock-in analysis to the analysis of microscopy
images. (a) Epidermal growth factor (EGF) was immobilized on a patterned surface and
primary antibodies against EGF were adsorbed on the surface. An experimental image
(1392 × 1040 pixels) was taken after incubation with a 20 µg/mL fluorescent secondary
antibody solution for 129 minutes. (b) The line section across the power spectrum at ωy=0
, and its fit with the 1/f noise model. (c) The time series of fluorescence signal variation.
Signal values were measured with the lock-in algorithm. As a comparison, they are also
measured by averaging of differences between square regions and off-square regions at two
different ROIs. The control experiment without the analyte EGF was also analyzed using
the lock-in algorithm. Experimental data reproduced from [26].
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such as goat serum. The herein described substrates and fluorescence analysis methodology
are applicable to a wide selection of fluorescent molecules with different excitation/emis-
sion wavelengths and can be integrated into a variety of detection platforms. The low cost
fabrication of the patterns and the absence of additional requirements for the fluorescence
imaging setups imply that patterned reactive polymer layers with nanometer thickness on





Recent developments in image processing have greatly advanced our understanding of biomolec-
ular processes in intro and in vivo. In particular, using Gaussian models to fit the intensity
profiles of nanometer-sized objects have enabled their two-dimensional localization with a
precision in the one-nanometer range [130]. It has been shown that the localization preci-
sion of fluorescent probes is only limited by the number of photons collected [131]. Among
other applications, the localization of individual dye molecules with 1.5 nm precision [132]
and the detection of 4 nm steps in cargo movement by the collective operation of kinesin-1
motors [133] has been achieved. Automated data analysis plays an essential role in collect-
ing statistically significant amounts of information about biological processes. Furthermore,
computational methods have greatly enhanced conventional microscopy methods and allow
investigating the functions of biological molecules down to the nanometer level.
4.2 Algorithm
Automated tracking algorithms analyze image sequences where multiple images of the same
field of view (FOV) are acquired in a temporally sequential manner. Each individual image
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of an image sequence consists of a given number of pixels associated with specific intensity
values, represented for example by 8 bit (values in 0–255) or 16 bit (values of 0–65535)
integers. Being derived from the digital conversion of the photons collected by the sensor
chip on the front end of the camera, the intensity values are linearly related to the light
intensity captured by the respective pixels. Typically, the intensity values are visualized by
certain gray levels varying from black fro the lowest intensity value to white for the highest
intensity value. In fluorescence microscopy the objects of interest are labeled by fluorophores,
which emit light upon excitation and thus appear with higher intensity than the background.
Due to the limited resolution of an optical microscope, the captured signals of the objects
are given by a convolution of the object with the PSF of the imaging system. Given that
the pixel size should be at least a factor of two smaller than the lateral dimension of the
PSF [134], the captured light of any object (even when being represented by just a single
fluorophore) will spread over multiple pixels. Although a rough estimation of the position of
such objects can be obtained by searching for the pixel with the highest intensity value, the
localization precision can be significantly increased when all pixels of the intensity profile are
included in the analysis. Image processing methods toward this aim include center-of-mass
calculations of fitting the intensity profile to an approximation of the PSF [135].
Tracking algorithms that link the movement of objects into trajectories without user
interaction, can be categorized into [23]
• feature-based tracking algorithms, where the objects are detected in every image indi-
vidually and then linked into trajectories based on their features,
• region-based tracking algorithms, where image regions are matched to regions in other
images by cross correlation.
Whereas both methods can achieve subpixel precision when detecting the motion of par-
ticles, the feature-based tracking algorithm is more versatile in application. Furthermore,
by analyzing every image independently, parallel processing on multiprocessor systems and
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clusters is possible.
After user initialization (where a number of parameters can be set manually), the tracking
algorithm first evaluates every image in an image sequence independently and then links
the detected objects into trajectories using a graph-theoretic approach. The first part of
the algorithm is characterized by the following five steps: Thresholding, Feature detection,
Image segmentation and Fitting process.
4.2.1 Thresholding
To identify the objects to be analyzed, the gray scale images are first converted into binary
images with pixel values of 1 (true) when the original intensity value was above a user-
defined threshold and 0 (false) otherwise. All true pixels having at least one neighbor (any
of the surrounding pixels that have a true value) are connected to patches. Additional
transformations, such as averaging the intensity values in the original gray scale image by a
kerne, can be optionally applied to improve the quality of the binary image.
4.2.2 Feature detection
Individual particles are searched for in patches with an area below a user-defined patch area
threshold. The rough location of the individual particles are derived from the positions of
the local image maxima, each represented by a pixel that is exclusively surrounded by pixels
with lower intensity values.
4.2.3 Image segmentation
The features detected are used to segment the image into square regions. The regions are
placed around the rough location of the object with the brightest pixel in the center of the
region. The side length, a, of these regions is chosen based on the scale estimation by a = 6σ
(rounded to an integer number of pixels).
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4.2.4 Fitting process
Every region that was created in the image segmentation is now analyzed individually (Figure
4.1). Thereby the original intensity profiles are approximately by numerical models based on
Gaussian distributions with only a limited set of parameters: background, center position,
amplitude and width. The starting values for these parameters are estimated as follows:
• the initial background value is set by the minimum intensity of all pixels in the region
• the initial center position is given by the position of region’s center pixel
• the initial amplitude is derived from the original image intensity value at the center
pixel minus the background value
• the width is given by the scale estimate σ.
The second part of the algorithm links all tracked objects in the image sequence into
trajectories Tk = (Xk, Yk), k = 1, 2, . . . , N using a modified feature point tracking algorithm
[136] (Figure 4.2). To establish a temporal link between objects, we calculate a cost function,
which includes features like center position, speed, direction of movement, and amplitude of
the objects. Different weights can be assigned by the user to different features. All weights
have to be between 0 and 1, and the sum of the weights has to equal 1. This way, linking
the objects can be optimized including the merging of trajectories with partial occlusions.
For example, direction and speed of movement can be given a large impact for a processively
moving motor protein while these features are less relevant for a diffusing molecule. There,
only the position (proximity) is of interest.
4.2.5 Single molecule photobleaching
Photobleaching is the photon induced loss of fluorescence, mostly due to photochemical
changes of the fluorophore molecule, such as oxidation. It limits the total observation time





Figure 4.1: Fitting process. The computer reads in the segmented image and fits the intensity
profile with a two-dimensional Gaussian model. The intensity values are integrated over the
bell-shaped surface. The plot of the integral intensity versus time shows the photobleaching
trace of the molecule.
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200 nm
Figure 4.2: A sample trajectory of tracked particles weakly adsorbed on a poly [(4-amino-p-
xylylene)-co-(p-xylylene)] (PPX-NH2) surface. The hollow circles denote the position of the
particle at each time point. The complete analysis is obtained with FSMIA.
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is indicated by a gradual fading of the fluorescence. In a single molecule photobleaching
experiment, the surface is first imaged and FSMIA is used to locate the molecules. For each
single molecule, the intensity is recorded over time. Instead of the smooth, monotonically
decaying curves observed for high-density samples, the intensity exhibits an approximately
constant value, then drops abruptly to the background level (Figure 4.3a). The physical
mechanism for the abrupt drop is that the molecule continuously cycles through its ground
and exited states by the absorption and emission of photons, until it transforms into the
dark state and stops fluorescing. If the single molecule is tagged with multiple fluorophores,
multi-stage photobleaching will be observed (Figure 4.3b).
4.2.6 The “blocking” method for MSD calculation
Mean squared displacement calculation plays a central role in diffusion analysis. The dis-
placement data series with overlapping time intervals is correlated. The “blocking” method
provides rigorous and computationally economic estimator for the error on the mean of cor-
related data. The method is briefly described by Whitmer [137] and Gottlieb et al. [138],
and in more detail by Flyvbjerg and Petersen [139].
The “blocking” method involves repeated “blocking” of data, and computation of in-
creasing lower bounds for the error. Let x1, x2, . . . , xn be the result of n measurements of
some fluctuating quantity. For example the xi’s may be the displacement values during time







and the correlation function is defined as
γt ≡ γi,j ≡ ⟨xixj⟩ − ⟨xi⟩⟨xj⟩ t = |i− j|. (4.2)
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Figure 4.3: Single molecule photobleaching. The integral fluorescence intensity versus time
is recorded for Alexa Fluor 647 labeled streptavidin molecules on glass coverslip. (a) The
fluorescence rate is roughly constant, then drops abruptly to the background level. (b) The
fluorophore aggregate shows photobleaching in three steps, implying that the fluorophore
labeling stoichiometry is 3:1. Each drop in (a) and (b) has the same step size. Unpublished
raw data.
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An estimator for the variance of µ is found by





















The data set x1, x2, . . . , xn is transformed into half as large a data set x
′











We define µ′ as the average of the n′ “new” data, and it is obvious that
µ′ = µ. (4.8)



















γ2t+1 for t > 0.








Equations 4.8 and 4.9 show that the two quantities µ and σ2(µ) are invariant under the
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(xk − x̄)(xk+t − x̄), (4.11)
and the identity is satisfied at the fixed point.
Starting with a data set x1, . . . , xn, c0/(n − 1) is computed, and used as estimate for
⟨c0/(n− 1)⟩. Then the “blocking” transformation Equations 4.6 and 4.7 are applied to the
data set, and c′0/(n
′ − 1) is computed as estimate for ⟨c′0/(n′ − 1)⟩. This process is repeated
until n′ = 2. The sequence of values obtained for c0/(n−1) will increase until the fixed point
is reached, where upon it remains constant within fluctuations (Figure 4.4). This constant
value is our estimate for σ2(µ). At the fixed point the “blocked” variables x′i (i = 1, . . . , n
′)
are Gaussian by the central limit theorem, and independent by virtue of the fixed point value
of γ′t. Therefore the confidence interval of the estimate c
′
0/(n













This value can further help determine whether the fixed point has been reached or not in
actual computations. If the fixed point is not reached before n′ = 2, i.e., c0/(n− 1) does not
become constant, the largest value obtained for c0/(n− 1) is then a lower bound on σ2(µ).
The error estimates obtained with the “blocking” method can help identify the confidence
band of MSD plots (Figure 4.5) and hence the derived diffusion coefficient.
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Figure 4.4: Estimates for σ(µ) obtained with the blocking method. After 7 block transfor-
mation the estimates remain constant within error bars at 966.8.
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We created a MATLAB software package called Fluorescencent Single Molecule Image Anal-
ysis (FSMIA) (see the MATLAB source code in the Appendix). This package includes
state-of-the-art single particle tracking and a MATLAB user interface for initialization and
further analysis, making it a useful tool for image analysis in many applications. Because the
single particle tracking is not limited to QDs, labeling motor-proteins with fluorescent beads
or gold nanoparticles will improve the time resolution of the experiment while maintaining
nanometer localization precision. Combined with methods to measure nanometer heights
above substrate surfaces, such as fluorescence interference contrast (FLIC) or parallax, the
algorithm presents a promising tool for optical 3D-nanometry, not only applicable to single






Visualizing the dynamics and spatial distributions of particles yields insights into a vast array
of physical and biological systems. For example, imaging fluorophore-conjugated proteins
has revealed the processive motions of biomolecular motors [132]; examining the Brownian
motion of fluorescent beads enables us to characterize chemical potential gradient surfaces
[140]; and pinpointing single fluorophores is crucial to the reconstruction of super-resolution
images of cellular structures [141]. The most rigorous approach for localizing single molecules
from diffraction-limited fluorescence image data is to fit a point spread function (PSF) model
to the data and minimize the differences between the data and the model. The most common
criteria for the minimization of differences are nonlinear least-squares (NLLS) [142] and,
more accurate maximum-likelihood estimator (MLE) [9, 143]. However, such fitting suffers
from slow execution time since it requires numerical iterations to determine the optimal
parameters. Besides, a Gaussian fit has many parameters and provides information beyond
the desired location of the molecule, such as the amplitude and background level, suggesting
that part of its computational cost is extraneous to the task of the molecule localization.
Some alternatives to fitting methods, such as the radial symmetry method introduced by
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Parthasaraty [144] and weighted centroid algorithm introduced by Fish and Scrimgeour
[145], can achieve both high precision and fast performance. Therefore localization methods
without fitting are of continuing interest [146].
5.1.1 Pattern matching
Pattern matching is an approach to find the presence of the constituents of some object
features in given data. This automatic object recognition method is used in sequence align-
ments of nucleotides [147] and proteins [148], and object recognition in digital image pro-
cessing [23]. Matching by spatial correlation between a known kernel and the image can
identify and locate objects of interest. Here we propose a pattern matching approach for
single molecule tracking that is as accurate as Gaussian fitting but that is fast, efficient and
does not constrain to any particular shape for the intensity distribution.
5.1.2 The information inequality
The Fisher information measures the amount of information that a sample of data contains
about an unknown parameter. This measure has the intuitive properties that more data
provide more information, and more precise data provide more information. It is therefore
a concept that enters various aspects of the theory of statistical inference.
Let X be a random variable whose distribution depends on a parameter θ that takes
values in an open interval Ω of the real line. Let the probability distribution function (p.d.f.)
of X be f(x|θ). Assume that the set of x such that f(x|θ) > 0 is the same for all θ and that
λ(x|θ) = log f(x|θ) is twice differentiable as a function of θ. The Fisher information I(θ) in






Furthermore, if the two derivatives of
∫
S
f(x|θ)dx with respect to θ can be calculated by
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reversing the order of integration and differentiation, the Fisher information also equals




Similarly, if X = (X1, . . . , Xn) is a random sample, let fn(x|θ) denote the joint p.d.f. of X
and hence
λn(x|θ) = log fn(x|θ). (5.4)









[λ′n(x|θ))]2fn(x|θ)dx1 . . . dxn. (5.5)
It is obvious that
In(θ) = nI(θ). (5.6)
In other words, the Fisher information in a random sample of n observations is simply n
times the Fisher information in a single observation.
With the Fisher information defined, the Cramér-Rao (Information) inequality can be
defined next. Suppose that T = r(X) be a statistic with finite variance and m(θ) = Eθ(T ).





The equality holds if and only if there exist functions u(θ) and v(θ) that may depend on θ
but do not depend on X and that satisfy the following relation:
T = u(θ)λ′n(X|θ) + v(θ). (5.8)
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In words, the variance of an unbiased estimator of θ cannot be smaller than the Cramér-Rao
Lower Bound (CRLB), which is the reciprocal of the Fisher information in the sample.
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Single molecule image simulation
The accuracy of object localizations is accessed with simulated images. A random position
(x0, y0) is drawn from a uniform distribution over [ − 40 nm, 40 nm] which is assumed to
represent the area imaged by a camera pixel. A single molecule is modeled as a point source







where J1 is the Bessel function of the first kind of order 1, a = (2NA/no), λ = 647 nm is
the wavelength of light, NA = 1.49 is the numerical aperture of the objective lens, no =
1.33 is the index of refraction of immersion oil/coverslip, and r is the radial coordinate. The
PSF is sampled on a high-resolution grid with a lattice size of 1 nm (0.0125 pixels). The
convolution of the PSF with a point source is simply a spatially offset PSF, centered at (x0,
y0).
The simulated charge-coupled device (CCD) image is constructed by integrating the
intensity over a coarser lattice corresponding to an 11 × 11 array of CCD pixels of size
80 × 80 nm. The intensity of each pixel is then replace by a random number drawn from
a Poisson distribution with mean equal to the expected intensity. Finally, a Gaussian noise
component N(0,10) is added to each pixel, since the readout noise is 10 electrons rms for
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our camera (iXon DV887 BV, Andor), which is a typical value.






Figure 5.1: Schematic process of single molecule image simulation.
5.2.2 Pattern matching algorithm
A 9 × 9 kernel (optimal size) is created. Each element corresponds to one pixel in a CCD
image and is further divided into a higher definition grid of the size nsamp × nsamp (nsamp =
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9, 11, 21, 31 or 41), so the final kernel has (9× nsamp)2 elements. A normalized PSF profile
is center-aligned with the matrix and projected to it. Initially, the kernel was aligned to



























K(x+ i, y + j)− K̄(x+ i, y + j)
]2 } 12 , (5.11)
where the limits of summation are taken over the region shared by K and I, Ī is the average
value of the image, K(x + i, y + j) is the sum over nsamp × nsamp grid that coincident with
I(i, j) and K̄(x+ i, y+ j) is the average value of K in the region coincident with I. We used
the hill climbing algorithm, as described in [149], to search for the maximum correlation
value. The location of the subpixel with the highest correlation value was returned as the
estimate of the object location.
5.2.3 Comparison with Gaussian NLLS and Gaussian MLE
For the Gaussian nonlinear least squares fitting, we fit a symmetric, two-dimensional Gaus-
sian surface
I(x, y) = θI0exp
(
−(x− θx)




to the single molecule image. The parameters are the amplitude (θI0), center location (θx,
θy), width (θσ) and background level (θb). We implemented the fit using the Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm (MATLAB routine fit).









where (xn, yn) is the center coordinate of the nth pixel, θI0 , θx, θy, θσ and θb are parameters
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explained as above. The log likelihood for the image data i1, . . . , iN is




















where the index n runs over all pixels, σ is the standard deviation of the readout noise.
We minimized the negative of the log likelihood using a constrained nonlinear multivariable
optimization interior point algorithm (MATLAB routine fmincon).
5.2.4 CRLB for localization precision
We used the software FandPLimitTool developed in [143]. The input parameters about
images were the same as those above in 5.2.1.
5.2.5 Hardware
All computations were run on a Windows PC (Intel Core i5, 2.8GHz and 8GB RAM).
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Object identification
In this work, we first developed an algorithm that exploits pattern matching principles to
provide single molecule identification. Given the parameters of the image system, such as
the wavelength of light and the numerical aperture, we can build the theoretical PSF kernel
for the system. This PSF kernel is then moved across the microscopy image and correlated
with a region of interest. PSF kernels of smaller sizes will not collect enough information,
while PSF kernels of larger sizes include noise background pixels. Both conditions will
reduce correlation values. The optimal size of the PSF kernel is ∼ 6σ, where σ is the width
parameter of the single molecule (Figure 5.2). The pattern matching algorithm is based on
the idea that the correlation will be high if the shape of intensity profile and the kernel are
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similar. Therefore the algorithm can identify single molecules with the PSF kernel for single
molecules, separating single molecules from other types of objects such as single bright pixels
and agglomerates (Figure 5.3a). An alternative method for single molecule identification is
to decide based on the width parameter of the Gaussian fitting [150]. The pattern matching
method is over a hundred times faster than the Gaussian fitting method (Figure 5.4). Object
identification without precise localization is utilized for example in single molecule protein
adsorption studies [151].
Kernel size (pixel)




















Figure 5.2: Effect of kernel sizes on correlation coefficients. The pattern matching algorithm
was tested on simulated images with a square kernel. The horizontal axis shows the number
of pixels along one side of the kernel. Error bars show the standard deviation of correlation
coefficients (n=100). From [28].
5.3.2 Single molecule localization
Furthermore, the pattern matching algorithm was extended to provide precise single molecule
localization. The PSF kernel was constructed on a higher resolution grid such that one pixel
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of single molecule identification and localization using the pattern
matching algorithm. (a) A simulated CCD image showing single molecules, agglomerates
and noisy pixels. The green crosses indicate rough positions of the single molecules. (b)
Cross-correlation of a simulated CCD image and a higher definition kernel. The image
shows the intensity distribution of a point source with Poisson photon noise and Gaussian
readout noise. The kernel has 9× 9 pixels corresponding to 1 pixel in the image. The center
pixel of the image is enlarged to show the finer grid. The green circle indicates the true
center of the point source. The red “X” indicates the estimate of the center location and its
size represents the S.E.M. of the estimate. From [28].
moved over the image in a step size of one subpixel and correlated with the image. The cor-
relation reaches a maximum when the intensity profile and the kernel are properly aligned.
Therefore the center position of objects can be derived from the movement of the kernel
relative to the intensity profile (Figure 5.3b). The maximum correlation value can also be
used as a measure of the goodness-of-fit, indicating whether the object is a single molecule
of interests. A fast search for the maximum correlation value is possible using the hill climb-
ing algorithm [149]. We first illustrate the performance of pattern matching based tracking
for simulated images of a single molecule with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 4, which is
equivalent to 300 photons at the detector plane. The pattern matching algorithm was ap-
plied to 1,000 simulation images of single molecules with true centers uniformly distributed



















Figure 5.4: Applications of object identification. (a) A 10 µL sample of 20 pM Alexa647®
labeled fibrinogen solution was adsorbed to the glass surface for 3 minutes. A TIRF image
was taken. (b) The pattern matching method is ∼ 160 times faster than the Gaussian fitting
using NLLS. From [28].
of localization errors; errors in y are similar (Figure 5.6). The two distributions of the pat-
tern matching algorithm and the Gaussian NLLS fitting were similar The pattern matching
method with a 9 × 9 subpixels kernel gives a mean total error of 14.5 nm, comparable to
that of the Gaussian fitting using NLLS, 13.3 nm, or MLE, 13.2 nm. The localization error
is affected by the number of collected photons and noise [131]. Its theoretical lower limit is
given by the Cramér-Rao lower bound (CRLB) [152]. The localization precision of pattern
matching algorithm was benchmarked against the CRLB under a range of SNR, along with
the Gaussian NLLS and the Gaussian MLE. The pattern matching method showed similar
precision as Gaussian fitting methods for low SNR (SNR< 5), which was typical in single
molecule imaging. In addition, the pattern matching method with a 9 × 9 subpixels kernel
is closer to CRLB for high SNR (SNR> 30). In addition to the precision, the running time
was also measured. The execution time per image of the pattern matching method was 5.5
ms, while as those of the Gaussian NLLS was 54.1 ms and the Gaussian MLE was 7.8 s.
The pattern matching method is nearly 10 times faster than the Gaussian NLLS. The execu-
tion times will of course depend on the computing hardware and the numerical optimization
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routines used for Gaussian fitting via either NLLS or MLE. The Gaussian fitting involved
iterative searching for optimal parameters of a nonlinear function, hence it was intrinsically
more time-consuming than pattern matching. The Gaussian fitting via MLE was even more





































































































Figure 5.5: Performance of the pattern matching algorithm. (a) Distributions of localization
errors of pattern matching algorithm (using 9× 9 subpixels kernel). (b) Localization errors
over SNRs ranging from SNR = 1.7 to SNR = 91. Each data point shows the average of
1,000 simulation tests at each SNR. (c) Relative computational speed improvement of the
pattern matching algorithms using different subpixel kernels. The computational speed of
the Gaussian NLLS is set as the baseline for reference. The Gaussian MLE is much slower
































Figure 5.6: Distribution of localization errors in y component. Detailed simulation methods
are the same as those of Figure 5.5a. From [28].
5.4 Discussion
Motivated by pattern matching in object recognition, we developed a pattern matching al-
gorithm for single molecule imaging. The algorithm is fast and precise for single molecule
localizations under SNR in typical super-resolution imaging experiments. By changing the
PSF kernel, the pattern matching algorithm can be extended to pinpoint noncircular or
asymmetric objects in images, for instances, single fluorophores with oriented dipoles [153].
Although we have demonstrated the pattern matching algorithm for 2D imaging, the under-
lying correlation model should also be applicable to 3D super-resolution techniques based
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on an axial position-dependent PSF kernel [141,154]. Localization using the pattern match-







We have detailed here recent advancements in biomedical image analysis. The three algo-
rithms studied — the calibrated averaging, the lock-in analysis and the pattern matching
provide additional tools to analyze images in typical biomedical applications, and can readily
be integrated into more comprehensive image analysis packages, such as the FSMIA package
developed and maintained in our lab.
We started with a basic image analysis for the study of negative cooperativity. The
biotinylated microtubules (adsorbent) and avidins (adsorbate) were used as a model system.
The fluorescence intensity of adsorbates was quantified by averaging over a circular region
on the microtubule. Another circular region near the microtubule provided an estimate
for the background calibration. Based on the adsorption data, we have built a kinetic
model that provided mechanistic insight. The results from these models accurately describe
two prominent types of interactions in the protein adsorption and can be used to tune the
sensitivity or the dynamic range of systems such as biosensors.
A second algorithm that we developed is the lock-in analysis, where the signal is mod-
ulated with a high carrier frequency and separated from low frequency noise. The lock-in
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amplifier is widely used to extract a signal with a known carrier wave from an extremely
noisy environment. For the first time we extended the mathematical principles behind the
lock-in amplifier to two dimensional image analysis. While the carrier wave is used in 1D, the
nanopatterned surfaces manufactured in our collaborator’s lab are used as the counterpart
in 2D. We constructed image simulations in order to evaluate effects of patten parameters
and hence the optimal parameters for the pattern design. The lock-in analysis is especially
powerful in the reduction of 1/f noise. From the experimental results, it is evident the
lock-in analysis removes the noise and unveils the signal trace in real-time experiments.
As single molecule imaging techniques are more and more popular in biomedical research
and image data are generated at higher time resolutions, a fast image processing algorithm
is highly needed. Inspired by the pattern matching in computer science, we developed a
pattern matching algorithm for the image analysis. The pattern matching algorithm can
speed up the image analysis process in two key aspects: it is two order of magnitude faster
in object identification and one order of magnitude faster in object localization than previous
standards. It involves the fundamental computation in single molecule image analysis and
can be readily incorporated into a more comprehensive image analysis software package.
Besides all of the image analysis algorithms, we presented a computationally efficient and
robust method for single molecule tracking that can be used for quantitative time-resolved
studies of molecular trajectories as they appear in many applications in biology and medicine.
The presented method was demonstrated to be of high accuracy and precision for typical
single molecule imaging conditions, and to provide sub-pixel accuracy in all practical situa-
tions. The absence of any intrinsic models regarding the motion of the molecules that are
being tracked, in combination with its robustness and efficiency, makes the method particu-
larly well suited for biomedical applications relying on trajectories developed by fluorescence
microscopy. If prior knowledge about the underlying physical processes is available, cus-
tomized parameters can be incorporated for the trajectory linking. Both the algorithm and
the graphical user interface (GUI) are implemented in MATLAB. The source code is freely
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available from the lab.
6.2 Future directions
6.2.1 Effect of Nanoscale Architecture on Protein Adsorption
The next logical step for this project would be to apply the negative cooperativity theory
to design sensor systems with intended properties. Decreasing interaction energy leads to
a steeper adsorption curve, therefore the sensitivity of the system increases. Increasing
interaction energy leads to a flatter adsorption curve, therefore the dynamic range of the
system widens.
6.2.2 Lock-in analysis
The lock-in algorithm can be further extended to three dimension image analysis when
there are periodic structures in three dimensional space. By replacing the pixels by voxels,
a reference three dimensional matrix can be used as the input. The main mathematical
principles underlying the lock-in analysis still hold in higher dimensions. In combination
with nanopatterned surfaces, it can be integrated into a variety of detection platforms.
Although we only showed the experimental results for square patterns, other shapes and
grid layouts of patterns can be used as well. The low cost fabrication and high sensitivity of
the patterns imply that patterned reactive polymer layers with nanometer thickness can be
widely used for fluorescence-based biosensors.
6.2.3 FSMIA
The FSMIA software package provides the basic framework for single molecule imaging
analysis. It is potentially extensible to include other advanced algorithms and functionalities.
For example, if the intensity profiles of single molecules overlap as the surface density of
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single molecules increases, we can incorporate a statistical deconvolution algorithm [155]
into FSMIA to better separate single molecules. Also, the pattern matching algorithm can
replace the Gaussian fitting in FSMIA to increase the computational performance. Finally,
better graphical user interface design will make the software easier to use and available as a
standalone executive program.
6.2.4 Pattern matching
The pattern matching algorithm developed for single molecule imaging suggests a new ap-
proach to object identification and localization. Consideration of general shape information
rather than particular functional forms allows applicability to a wide class of image types:
for example, rings and spherical particles. Therefore the pattern matching algorithm should
be useful for a wide variety of imaging-based experiments. The improvement in computation
speed makes the algorithms especially useful in real time analysis as the rate of data output
by new microscopy methods and new camera technologies continues its impressive increase.
The associated program can be either integrated into commercial software packages for ad-
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A.1 FSMIA source code










11 function obj = FSMIA(filename)
12 if nargin >0
13 obj.filename = filename;
14 end
15 obj.Option = struct;
16 obj.connectDistance = 0;
17 end
18
19 function obj = set.Option(obj ,opt)




24 opt = struct;
25 prompt = {’Threshold ’,’Spot radius (pixels)’,’Pixel
121
size (nm)’ ,...
26 ’Exclude region ’,’Connect distance threshold (nm
)’ ,...
27 ’Valley ’};
28 dlg_title = ’Set the option ’;
29 def = {’’,’5’,’160’,’’,’0’,’1200’};
30 answer = inputdlg(prompt ,dlg_title ,1,def);
31 opt.threshold = str2double(answer {1});
32 opt.spotR = str2double(answer {2});
33 opt.pixelSize = str2double(answer {3});
34 exclude = str2double(answer {4});
35 if isnan(exclude) || isempty(exclude)
36 opt.exclude = false;
37 else
38 opt.exlcude = exclude;
39 end
40 opt.connectDistance = str2double(answer {5});
41 opt.valley = str2double(answer {6});





1 function [molPixelIdx ,BW] = roughscan(obj ,RawImage)
2
3 Option = obj.Option;
4 threshold = Option.threshold;
5 R = Option.spotR;
6 img = double(RawImage);
7 [M,N] = size(img);
8 mid = floor(M/2)+1;
9 % high pass filtering to remove uneven background
10 F = fftshift(fft2(img));
11 F_sub = F;
12 F_sub(mid -2: mid+2,mid -2: mid+2) = 0;
13 F_sub(mid ,mid) = F(mid ,mid);
14 img_1 = ifft2(ifftshift(F_sub));
15 % apply median filter to remove single pixel noise
16 img_2 = medfilt2(img_1);
17 if Option.exclude
18 x1 = Option.exclude (1,1);
19 y1 = Option.exclude (1,2);
20 x2 = Option.exclude (2,1);
21 y2 = Option.exclude (2,2);
122
22 img_2(x1:x2 ,y1:y2) = 0;
23 end
24
25 BW = img_2 > threshold;
26 CC = bwconncomp(BW);
27 molPixelIdx = cell (1);
28 l = 1;
29
30 for k = 1: length(CC.PixelIdxList)
31 if ge(numel(CC.PixelIdxList{k}) ,50)
32 % there might be multiple molecules near each other
33 pixIdxList = CC.PixelIdxList{k};
34 for ind = 1: numel(pixIdxList)
35 pix = pixIdxList(ind);
36 neighbors = [pix -M pix -M-1 pix -M+1 pix -1 pix+1 pix+
M pix+M-1 pix+M+1];
37 if sum(~ ismember(neighbors ,pixIdxList))
38 continue
39 elseif ge(img(pix),max(img(neighbors)))
40 [i,j] = ind2sub ([M,N],pix);
41 if ge(i,R+1) && ge(M-R,i) && ge(j,R+1) && ge(N-
R,j)
42 molPixelIdx{l} = [i,j];







50 [i,j] = getcentroid(CC.PixelIdxList{k});
51 if ge(i,R+1) && ge(M-R,i) && ge(j,R+1) && ge(N-R,j)
52 molPixelIdx{l} = [i,j];





58 function [c_row ,c_col] = getcentroid(pixelIdxList)
59 [rows ,cols] = ind2sub ([M,N],pixelIdxList);
60 weight = img_2(pixelIdxList);
61 c_row = dot(rows ,weight)/sum(weight);
62 c_col = dot(cols ,weight)/sum(weight);
63 c_row = round(c_row);





1 function finescan(obj ,RawImage)
2 % FINESCAN(MOLPIXELIDX ,RAWIMAGE) gets the detailed information
for molecules
3 % identified in RAWIMAGE
4
5 Option = obj.Option;
6 NumMolecule = length(obj.Molecule);
7 R = Option.spotR; % radius (pixel) of diffraction limited
spot
8 img = double(RawImage);
9 [molPixelIdx ,BW] = roughscan(obj ,img);
10 valley = Option.valley;
11




16 i = molPixelIdx{k}(1);
17 j = molPixelIdx{k}(2);
18 subImage = img(i-R:i+R,j-R:j+R);
19 BW_sub = BW(i-R:i+R,j-R:j+R);
20 CC_sub = bwconncomp(BW_sub);
21
22 % deal with the above threshold pixels in the peripheral of
subimage
23 N = numel(CC_sub.PixelIdxList);
24 if N > 1
25 center_idx = 2*R^2+2*R+1;
26 for l = 1:N
27 pixIdxList = CC_sub.PixelIdxList{l};
28 if ~ismember(center_idx ,pixIdxList)





34 % if neighbor molecule is in the ROI
35 margin_row = [1 2*R+1 2 2*R];
36 margin_col = [1 2*R+1 2 2*R];
37 for ii = 1:4
38 for jj = 1:4
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39 iii = margin_row(ii);
40 jjj = margin_col(jj);
41 if subImage(iii ,jjj) > valley







NumMolecule+k).gof] = fit2D(obj ,subImage);
49 catch










1 function z = gaussianintegral(x,y,A,sigma ,x0 ,y0,z0)
2 % Integral of 2D Gaussian on the area of one pixel
3 fun = @(x,y) A*exp((-(x-x0).^2-(y-y0).^2) /(2* sigma ^2));
4 N = length(x);
5 z = zeros(size(x));
6 for i = 1:N
7 z(i) = integral2(fun ,x(i) -40,x(i)+40,y(i) -40,y(i)+40)+z0;
8 end
9 end
1 function [f,gof] = fit2D_integral(obj ,img)
2 % Fit PSF to ROI
3 Option = obj.Option;
4 R = Option.spotR;
5 [y,x] = meshgrid(-R:R);
6 y = y(~isnan(img))*Option.pixelSize;
7 x = x(~isnan(img))*Option.pixelSize;
8 z = img(~ isnan(img));
9
10 % PSF model
11 ft = fittype(’gaussianintegral(x,y,A,sigma ,x0 ,y0 ,z0)’ ,...
12 ’independent ’,{’x’,’y’},’dependent ’,’z’);
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13
14 % fit options
15 opts = fitoptions(ft);
16 opts.Display = ’off’;
17 z_0 = min(min(z));
18 A_0 = (img(R+1,R+1) - z_0)/Option.pixelSize ^2;
19 x_0 = 0;
20 y_0 = 0;
21 sigma_0 = 250;
22 opts.StartPoint = [A_0 sigma_0 x_0 y_0 z_0];
23 opts.Lower = [0 100 -400 -400 z_0 -200];
24 opts.Upper = [A_0 +200 500 400 400 z_0 +200];
25
26 [f,gof] = fit([x,y],z,ft,opts);
27
28 end
1 function connectMolecule(obj ,m1,m2)
2 % Connect molecules in different frames
3 Option = obj.Option;
4 MovePixel = ceil(Option.connectDistance/Option.pixelSize);
5 coordinate1 = obj.Molecule(m1).coordinate;
6 x0 = coordinate1 (1);
7 y0 = coordinate1 (2);
8 coordinate2 = obj.Molecule(m2).coordinate;
9 x = coordinate2 (1);
10 y = coordinate2 (2);
11
12 % search nearby region of molecule m1
13 if le(x,x0+MovePixel) && ge(x,x0-MovePixel) && le(y,y0+
MovePixel) && ge(y,y0-MovePixel)
14 if ~isfield(obj.Molecule(m1),’To’)
15 obj.Molecule(m1).To = [];
16 end
17 if ~isfield(obj.Molecule(m1),’From’)
18 obj.Molecule(m1).From = [];
19 end
20 if ~isfield(obj.Molecule(m2),’To’)
21 obj.Molecule(m2).To = [];
22 end
23 if ~isfield(obj.Molecule(m2),’From’)
24 obj.Molecule(m2).From = [];
25 end
26
27 if isempty(obj.Molecule(m1).To) && isempty(obj.Molecule(m2)
126
.From)
28 obj.Molecule(m1).To = m2;
29 obj.Molecule(m2).From = m1;
30 else
31 % m1 connects to two successive molecules
32 if ~isempty(obj.Molecule(m1).To)
33 % if there are two neibors , find the closer one
34 m3 = obj.Molecule(m1).To;
35 para1 = coeffvalues(obj.Molecule(m1).fit);
36 p1 = obj.Molecule(m1).coordinate*Option.pixelSize +
[para1 (3) para1 (4)];
37 para2 = coeffvalues(obj.Molecule(m2).fit);
38 p2 = obj.Molecule(m2).coordinate*Option.pixelSize +
[para2 (3) para2 (4)];
39 para3 = coeffvalues(obj.Molecule(m3).fit);
40 p3 = obj.Molecule(m3).coordinate*Option.pixelSize +
[para3 (3) para3 (4)];
41 if pdist([p1;p2]) < pdist([p1;p3])
42 obj.Molecule(m1).To = m2;
43 obj.Molecule(m2).From = m1;
44 obj.Molecule(m3).From = [];
45 end
46 % m2 connect to two previous molecules
47 else
48 m3 = obj.Molecule(m2).From;
49 para1 = coeffvalues(obj.Molecule(m1).fit);
50 p1 = obj.Molecule(m1).coordinate*Option.pixelSize +
[para1 (3) para1 (4)];
51 para2 = coeffvalues(obj.Molecule(m2).fit);
52 p2 = obj.Molecule(m2).coordinate*Option.pixelSize +
[para2 (3) para2 (4)];
53 para3 = coeffvalues(obj.Molecule(m3).fit);
54 p3 = obj.Molecule(m3).coordinate*Option.pixelSize +
[para3 (3) para3 (4)];
55 if pdist([p1;p2]) < pdist([p3;p2])
56 obj.Molecule(m1).To = m2;
57 obj.Molecule(m2).From = m1;








1 function connectFrame(obj ,f1,f2)
2
3 MoleculeIndices1 = obj.Frame(f1).MoleculeIndex;
4 MoleculeIndices2 = obj.Frame(f2).MoleculeIndex;
5 for i = 1: length(MoleculeIndices1)
6 molecule1 = MoleculeIndices1(i);
7 for j = 1: length(MoleculeIndices2)
8 molecule2 = MoleculeIndices2(j);
9 connectMolecule(obj ,molecule1 ,molecule2);
10 end
11 end
1 function varargout = FilterGUI(varargin)
2 % FILTERGUI MATLAB code for FilterGUI.fig
3 % FILTERGUI , by itself , creates a new FILTERGUI or raises
the existing
4 % singleton *.
5 %
6 % H = FILTERGUI returns the handle to a new FILTERGUI or
the handle to
7 % the existing singleton *.
8 %
9 % FILTERGUI(’CALLBACK ’,hObject ,eventData ,handles ,...)
calls the local
10 % function named CALLBACK in FILTERGUI.M with the given
input arguments.
11 %
12 % FILTERGUI(’Property ’,’Value ’,...) creates a new
FILTERGUI or raises the
13 % existing singleton *. Starting from the left , property
value pairs are
14 % applied to the GUI before FilterGUI_OpeningFcn gets
called. An
15 % unrecognized property name or invalid value makes
property application
16 % stop. All inputs are passed to FilterGUI_OpeningFcn via
varargin.
17 %
18 % *See GUI Options on GUIDE ’s Tools menu. Choose "GUI
allows only one
19 % instance to run (singleton)".
20 %
21 % See also: GUIDE , GUIDATA , GUIHANDLES
22
23 % Edit the above text to modify the response to help FilterGUI
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24
25 % Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 30-Mar -2015 17:33:20
26
27 % Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
28 gui_Singleton = 1;
29 gui_State = struct(’gui_Name ’, mfilename , ...
30 ’gui_Singleton ’, gui_Singleton , ...
31 ’gui_OpeningFcn ’, @FilterGUI_OpeningFcn , ...
32 ’gui_OutputFcn ’, @FilterGUI_OutputFcn , ...
33 ’gui_LayoutFcn ’, [] , ...
34 ’gui_Callback ’, []);
35 if nargin && ischar(varargin {1})




40 [varargout {1: nargout }] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State , varargin
{:});
41 else
42 gui_mainfcn(gui_State , varargin {:});
43 end
44 % End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
45
46
47 % --- Executes just before FilterGUI is made visible.
48 function FilterGUI_OpeningFcn(hObject , eventdata , handles ,
varargin)
49 % This function has no output args , see OutputFcn.
50 % hObject handle to figure
51 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
52 % handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
53 % varargin command line arguments to FilterGUI (see VARARGIN)
54
55 % Choose default command line output for FilterGUI
56 handles.output = hObject;
57
58 % Update handles structure
59 guidata(hObject , handles);
60




65 % --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command
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line.
66 function varargout = FilterGUI_OutputFcn(hObject , eventdata ,
handles)
67 % varargout cell array for returning output args (see
VARARGOUT);
68 % hObject handle to figure
69 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
70 % handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
71
72 % Get default command line output from handles structure




77 function edit_input_Callback(hObject , eventdata , handles)
78 % hObject handle to edit_input (see GCBO)
79 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
80 % handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
81
82 % Hints: get(hObject ,’String ’) returns contents of edit_input
as text
83 % str2double(get(hObject ,’String ’)) returns contents of
edit_input as a double
84
85
86 % --- Executes during object creation , after setting all
properties.
87 function edit_input_CreateFcn(hObject , eventdata , handles)
88 % hObject handle to edit_input (see GCBO)
89 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
90 % handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
91
92 % Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
93 % See ISPC and COMPUTER.
94 if ispc && isequal(get(hObject ,’BackgroundColor ’), get(0,’
defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor ’))






100 function edit_frame_Callback(hObject , eventdata , handles)
101 % hObject handle to edit_frame (see GCBO)
102 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
103 % handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
104
105 % Hints: get(hObject ,’String ’) returns contents of edit_frame
as text
106 % str2double(get(hObject ,’String ’)) returns contents of
edit_frame as a double
107
108
109 % --- Executes during object creation , after setting all
properties.
110 function edit_frame_CreateFcn(hObject , eventdata , handles)
111 % hObject handle to edit_frame (see GCBO)
112 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
113 % handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
114
115 % Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
116 % See ISPC and COMPUTER.
117 if ispc && isequal(get(hObject ,’BackgroundColor ’), get(0,’
defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor ’))





123 function edit_output_Callback(hObject , eventdata , handles)
124 % hObject handle to edit_output (see GCBO)
125 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
126 % handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
127
128 % Hints: get(hObject ,’String ’) returns contents of edit_output
as text
129 % str2double(get(hObject ,’String ’)) returns contents of
edit_output as a double
130
131
132 % --- Executes during object creation , after setting all
131
properties.
133 function edit_output_CreateFcn(hObject , eventdata , handles)
134 % hObject handle to edit_output (see GCBO)
135 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
136 % handles empty - handles not created until after all
CreateFcns called
137
138 % Hint: edit controls usually have a white background on
Windows.
139 % See ISPC and COMPUTER.
140 if ispc && isequal(get(hObject ,’BackgroundColor ’), get(0,’
defaultUicontrolBackgroundColor ’))




145 % --- Executes on button press in pushbutton_inFile.
146 function pushbutton_inFile_Callback(hObject , eventdata , handles
)
147 [FileName ,PathName] = uigetfile ({’*.nd2’;’*.tif’;’*.*’},’Select
the image to filter ’);




152 set(handles.edit_input ,’String ’,fullfile(PathName ,FileName));
153
154
155 % --- Executes on button press in pushbutton_outFile.
156 function pushbutton_outFile_Callback(hObject , eventdata ,
handles)
157 % hObject handle to pushbutton_outFile (see GCBO)
158 % eventdata reserved - to be defined in a future version of
MATLAB
159 % handles structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
160 [FileName ,PathName] = uiputfile(’*.tif’,’Save image as’);









169 % --- Executes on button press in button_OK.
170 function button_OK_Callback(hObject , eventdata , handles)
171 addpath(’/Volumes/Research/MATLAB_lib/bfmatlab/’)
172 data = bfopen(get(handles.edit_input ,’String ’));
173 ind = str2double(get(handles.edit_frame ,’String ’));
174 img = double(data {1}{ind ,1});
175 [M,~] = size(img);
176 mid = floor(M/2)+1;
177 % high pass filtering to remove uneven background
178 F = fftshift(fft2(img));
179 F_sub = F;
180 F_sub(mid -2: mid+2,mid -2: mid+2) = 0;
181 F_sub(mid ,mid) = F(mid ,mid);
182 img_1 = ifft2(ifftshift(F_sub));
183 % apply median filter to remove single pixel noise
184 outImage = medfilt2(img_1);
185 mu = mean(outImage (:));
186 sigma = std(outImage (:));
187 fprintf(’Recommended threshold: %f\n’,mu+4* sigma)
188 imwrite(uint16(outImage),get(handles.edit_output ,’String ’));
189 close(handles.figure1);
1 function analyzestack(obj ,ImageFile)
2
3 [~,~,ext] = fileparts(ImageFile);
4 if strcmp(ext ,’.tiff’) || strcmp(ext ,’.tif’)
5 analyzetiffstack(obj ,ImageFile)




10 function analyzenikonstack(obj ,ImageFile)
11 data = bfopen(ImageFile);
12 [nFrame ,~] = size(data {1});
13 fprintf(’Starting analyze %d frames\n’,nFrame);
14 tic;
15 for k = 1: nFrame
16 NumMolecule = length(obj.Molecule);
17 rawImage = data {1}{k,1};
18 finescan(obj ,rawImage);
19 for i = (NumMolecule +1):length(obj.Molecule)
20 obj.Molecule(i).frame = k;
21 end
22 obj.Frame(k).MoleculeIndex = (NumMolecule +1):length
(obj.Molecule);
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23 if k == round (0.1* nFrame)
24 t = toc;
25 fprintf(’10%% (%d frames) finished! Time cost:
%f mins\n’,k,t/60);
26 elseif k == round (0.5* nFrame)
27 t = toc;
28 fprintf(’50%% (%d frames) finished! Time cost:
%f mins\n’,k,t/60);
29 elseif k == round (0.9* nFrame)
30 t = toc;





35 disp(’Analysis of all frames finished!’);
36 % Connect to create molecule trajectory





42 function analyzetiffstack(obj ,ImageFile)
43 info = imfinfo(ImageFile);
44 nFrame = numel(info);
45 fprintf(’Starting analyze %d frames\n’,nFrame);
46 tic;
47 for k = 1: nFrame
48 NumMolecule = length(obj.Molecule);
49 rawImage = imread(ImageFile ,k);
50 finescan(obj ,rawImage);
51 for i = (NumMolecule +1):length(obj.Molecule)
52 obj.Molecule(i).frame = k;
53 end
54 obj.Frame(k).MoleculeIndex = (NumMolecule +1):length
(obj.Molecule);
55 if k == round (0.1* nFrame)
56 t = toc;
57 fprintf(’10%% (%d frames) finished! Time cost:
%f mins\n’,k,t/60);
58 elseif k == round (0.5* nFrame)
59 t = toc;
60 fprintf(’50%% (%d frames) finished! Time cost:
%f mins\n’,k,t/60);
61 elseif k == round (0.9* nFrame)
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62 t = toc;





67 disp(’Analysis of all frames finished!’);
68 % Connect to create molecule trajectory






1 function ds = calculateDx(Molecule ,idx_list ,option)
2 % CALCULATEDX Calculate $\Delta x$
3 % DX = CALCULATEDX(MOLECULE ,IDX_LIST ,OPTION) calculate \Delta
x and
4 % \Delta y based on the information provided.
5 % OPTION fields:
6 % lag: time lag (unitless)
7 % pixel_size: pixel size
8 % drift_velocity: drift velocity vector with direction (
nm/s)
9 % exposure: exposure time (s)
10 % raw: logical variable. True - raw data from Molecule
11 % Siheng He
12
13 if isfield(option ,’lag’)
14 lag = option.lag;
15 else
16 lag = 1; %default time lag
17 end
18 if isfield(option ,’pixel_size ’)
19 pixel_size = option.pixel_size;
20 else
21 error(’Must specify pixel size.’);
22 end
23 if isfield(option ,’raw’)
24 raw = option.raw;
25 else




29 N = length(idx_list);
30 ds = zeros(N-lag ,2);
31 if raw
32 for i = 1:(N-lag)
33 fit1 = Molecule(idx_list(i)).fit;
34 coord1 = Molecule(idx_list(i)).coordinate;
35 fit2 = Molecule(idx_list(i+lag)).fit;
36 coord2 = Molecule(idx_list(i+lag)).coordinate;
37 s1 = [pixel_size*coord1 (1) + fit1.x0 ,pixel_size*coord1
(2) + fit1.y0];
38 s2 = [pixel_size*coord2 (1) + fit2.x0 ,pixel_size*coord2
(2) + fit2.y0];
39 ds(i,:) = s2 -s1; % displacement
40 end
41 else
42 for i = 1:(N-lag)




47 % correct for stage drift
48 if isfield(option ,’drift_velocity ’)
49 if ~isfield(option ,’exposure ’)
50 error(’Must specify exposure time’);
51 end
52 dt = option.exposure;
53 v_x = option.drift_velocity (1);
54 v_y = option.drift_velocity (2);
55 ds(:,1) = ds(:,1) - v_x*lag*dt;




1 function [m,sigma ,flag] = errorEstimate(x)
2 %ERRORESTIMATE Error estimates on averages of correlated data.
3 % X: set of measurements
4 % M: estimator of mean
5 % SIGMA: estimator of standard deviation
6 % Reference: Flyvbjerg , H. & Petersen , H.G. Error estimates on
averages of
7 % correlated data. The Journal of Chemical Physics 91, 461
(1989).







14 m = mean(x);
15 n = length(x);
16 estimate = NaN(floor(log2(n)) ,3);
17
18 i = 1;
19 c_0 = var(x)*(n-1)/n;
20 estimate(i,1) = 0;
21 estimate(i,2) = c_0/(n-1);
22 estimate(i,3) = sqrt(1 + sqrt (2/(n-1))) -1;
23
24 % "blocking transformation"
25 while n >= 2
26 i = i+1;
27 n = floor(n/2);
28 x = (x(2*(1:n) -1)+x(2*(1:n)))/2;
29 c_0 = var(x)*(n-1)/n;
30 estimate(i,1) = i-1;
31 estimate(i,2) = c_0/(n-1);
32 estimate(i,3) = sqrt(1 + sqrt (2/(n-1))) -1;
33 end
34
35 estimate (:,2) = sqrt(estimate (:,2));
36 estimate (:,3) = estimate (:,3).* estimate (:,2);
37
38 estimate = estimate(isfinite(estimate (:,2)) ,:);
39 [nrow ,~] = size(estimate);
40 flag = false;
41 for i = 1:nrow
42 if i == nrow
43 flag = true;
44 break
45 end
46 mean_ = estimate(i+1,2);
47 std_ = estimate(i+1,3);






53 sigma = estimate(i,2);
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54 if flag





1 function [msd ,index] = calculateMSD(analysis ,traj ,pixel_size)
2 % Calculate mean -squared -distance data
3 % Input:
4 % analysis - FSMIA object after analysis
5 % traj - trajectory (vector)
6 % pixel_size - pixel size of the image
7 % Output:
8 % msd - matrix. 1st column is the mean , 2nd column is the
standard
9 % deviation
10 % index - index of first entry that estimate is not good
anymore (only
11 % estimate the lower bound of standard deviation)
12 %
13 % Siheng He
14
15 residence_frame = length(traj);
16 if residence_frame < 2
17 msd = [];
18 return
19 end
20 result = zeros(residence_frame -2,3);
21 for i = 1: residence_frame -2
22 opt = struct;
23 opt.lag = i;
24 opt.pixel_size = pixel_size;
25 dxy = calculateDx(analysis.Molecule ,traj ,opt);
26 ds = sqrt(dxy(:,1) .^2+ dxy(:,2) .^2);
27 [mu ,e,flag] = errorEstimate(ds);
28 result(i,1) = mu;
29 result(i,2) = e;
30 result(i,3) = flag;
31 end
32 index = find(result (:,3) ,1,’first ’);




B.1 MATLAB code for image simulations
1 function [img ,pos] = simulateimage(N_molecule ,varargin)
2 % Simulate single molecule images
3 % Input:
4 % N_molecule - number of molecules in image
5 % opt.d - distance between two molecules (nm)
6 % opt.snr - peak signal -to -noise ratio
7 % opt.dim - size of simulated image
8 % 08/11/2015
9 % Siheng He
10
11 if ~isempty(varargin)
12 opt = varargin {1};
13 end
14 NA = 1.49; % numerical aperture
15 lambda = 647;
16 n_o = 1.515; % refractive index of immersion oil
17 a = 2*pi*NA/( lambda*n_o);
18 f_PSF = @(r) (2* besselj(1,r*a)./(r*a)).^2;
19 if isfield(opt ,’dim’)
20 img_dim = opt.dim;
21 else
22 img_dim = 25;
23 end
24 pixel_hr_size = 1; % nm
25 n_HR = 80/ pixel_hr_size; % dimensions of 1 pixel in high
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resolution matrix
26 img_HR = zeros(img_dim*n_HR);
27 i = randi(n_HR);
28 j = randi(n_HR);
29 pos = [i j];
30 img_HR(n_HR*(img_dim -1)/2+i,n_HR*(img_dim -1)/2+j) = 10000;
31 if N_molecule == 2
32 img_HR(n_HR*(img_dim -1)/2+ n_HR/2,n_HR*(img_dim -1)/2+ n_HR/2-
opt.d/4) = 10000;
33 elseif N_molecule > 2
34 warning(’Does not support more than 2 particles yet.’)
35 else
36 end
37 PSF_mat = zeros(size(img_HR));
38 center = n_HR*floor(img_dim /2)+n_HR /2+0.5;
39 for ii = 1:size(PSF_mat ,1)
40 for jj = 1:size(PSF_mat ,2)
41 r = pixel_hr_size*sqrt((ii-center)^2+(jj-center)^2);
42 PSF_mat(ii ,jj) = f_PSF(r);
43 end
44 end
45 img_HR = ifftshift(ifft2(fft2(img_HR).*fft2(PSF_mat)));
46 img = zeros(img_dim);
47 for i = 1: img_dim
48 for j = 1: img_dim
49 pixel = img_HR (((i-1)*n_HR +1):i*n_HR ,((j-1)*n_HR +1):j*
n_HR);




54 if isfield(opt ,’snr’)
55 snr = opt.snr;
56 else
57 snr = sqrt (200);
58 end
59
60 img = img/(max(img (:))/snr^2); % scale to get a more realistic
image
61
62 for i = 1: img_dim
63 for j = 1: img_dim





68 % add dark noise and readout noise
69 img = img + random(’Normal ’ ,0,10,[size(img ,1) size(img ,2)])
+1000;
70 img = round(img);
71
72 end
B.2 MATLAB code for CRLB calculations
1 function crlb = calculateCRLB(img_data ,theta)
2 % Calculate Cramer -Rao Lower Bound on parameter estimator
3 % 08/18/2015
4 % Siheng He
5
6 if ndims(img_data) >1
7 img_data = img_data (:);
8 end
9 theta_plus = theta;
10 theta_plus (2) = theta (2)+1;
11 theta_minus = theta;
12 theta_minus (2) = theta (2) -1;
13 I = (loglikelihood(theta_plus ,img_data)-loglikelihood(
theta_minus ,img_data))/2;
14 crlb = sqrt (1/I);
15
16 function mu = calculateMu(theta ,data)
17 if ndims(data)>1
18 data = data (:);
19 end
20 NA = 1.49; % numerical aperture
21 lambda = 647;
22 n_o = 1.515; % refractive index of immersion oil
23 a = 2*pi*NA/( lambda*n_o);
24 f_PSF = @(r) (2* besselj(1,r*a)./(r*a)).^2;
25 img_dim = sqrt(length(data));
26 pixel_hr_size = 1; % nm
27 n_HR = 80/ pixel_hr_size; % dimensions of 1 pixel in
high resolution matrix
28 img_HR = zeros(img_dim*n_HR);
29 i = theta (2);
30 j = theta (3);
31 img_HR(n_HR *12+i,n_HR *12+j) = 10000;
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32 PSF_mat = zeros(size(img_HR));
33 center = n_HR*floor(img_dim /2)+n_HR /2+0.5;
34 for ii = 1:size(PSF_mat ,1)
35 for jj = 1:size(PSF_mat ,2)
36 r = pixel_hr_size*sqrt((ii-center)^2+(jj-center
)^2);
37 PSF_mat(ii ,jj) = f_PSF(r);
38 end
39 end
40 img_HR = ifftshift(ifft2(fft2(img_HR).*fft2(PSF_mat)));
41 img = zeros(img_dim);
42 for i = 1: img_dim
43 for j = 1: img_dim
44 pixel = img_HR (((i-1)*n_HR +1):i*n_HR ,((j-1)*
n_HR +1):j*n_HR);
45 img(i,j) = sum(pixel (:))/1e4;
46 end
47 end
48 img = img/(max(img (:))/theta (1));
49 mu = img (:);
50 end
51
52 function log_l = loglikelihood(theta ,data)
53 if ndims(data) > 1
54 data = data (:);
55 end
56 mu = calculateMu(theta ,data);
57 N = length(data);
58 log_l = 0;
59 for n = 1:N
60 log_l_n = 0;
61 for k = (min(0,round(mu(n) -4*sqrt(mu)))):(mu(n) -4*
sqrt(mu))
62 pd_poisson = makedist(’Poisson ’,mu(n));
63 pd_gauss = makedist(’Normal ’,k,10);
64 log_l_n = log_l_n+log(pd_poisson(k)*pd_gauss(
data(n)));
65 end





B.3 MATLAB code for the pattern matching algorithm
1 function [corr_val ,pos] = patternMatchFine(img ,opt)
2 % Find localization of single molecules using finer 2D pattern
matching
3 % (higher resolution).
4 % v1.1, 8/5/2015
5 % Siheng He
6
7 if isfield(opt ,’dsamp ’)
8 dsamp = opt.dsamp;
9 else
10 dsamp = 11;
11 end
12 N_pixel = size(img ,1);
13 PSF = fspecial(’gaussian ’, (N_pixel +2)*dsamp , 136.4/80* dsamp);
14 dsamp_center = (dsamp + 1)/2;
15 corr_vals = NaN(dsamp*N_pixel);
16
17 i = (N_pixel -1) /2* dsamp + dsamp_center;




22 corr_vals(i,j) = calculateCorrelation(i,j);
23 end
24 if isnan(corr_vals(i+1,j))
25 corr_vals(i+1,j) = calculateCorrelation(i+1,j);
26 end
27 if isnan(corr_vals(i,j+1))
28 corr_vals(i,j+1) = calculateCorrelation(i,j+1);
29 end
30 if isnan(corr_vals(i-1,j))
31 corr_vals(i-1,j) = calculateCorrelation(i-1,j);
32 end
33 if isnan(corr_vals(i,j-1))
34 corr_vals(i,j-1) = calculateCorrelation(i,j-1);
35 end
36 neighbor_val = [corr_vals(i+1,j),corr_vals(i,j+1),
corr_vals(i-1,j) ,...
37 corr_vals(i,j-1)];
38 [max_val ,max_ind] = max(neighbor_val);
39 if corr_vals(i,j) >= max_val
40 corr_val = corr_vals(i,j);
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46 i = i+1;
47 if i >= dsamp +1+( N_pixel -1) /2* dsamp+
dsamp_center -1
48 pos = [i,j];




53 j = j+1;
54 if j >= dsamp +1+( N_pixel -1) /2* dsamp+
dsamp_center -1
55 pos = [i,j];




60 i = i-1;
61 if i <= (N_pixel -3)/2* dsamp + dsamp_center
+ 1
62 pos = [i,j];




67 j = j-1;
68 if j <= (N_pixel -3)/2* dsamp + dsamp_center
+ 1
69 pos = [i,j];







77 function corr_val = calculateCorrelation(i,j)
78 ind_i = dsamp +1+( N_pixel -1)/2* dsamp+dsamp_center -i;
79 ind_j = dsamp +1+( N_pixel -1)/2* dsamp+dsamp_center -j;
80 try




83 fprintf(’%d %d’,[ind_i ,ind_j]);
84 end
85 psf = zeros(N_pixel);
86 for k = 1: N_pixel
87 for l = 1: N_pixel
88 psf_pixel = psf_hr ((k-1)*dsamp +1:k*dsamp ,(l-1)*
dsamp +1:l*dsamp);
89 psf(k,l) = sum(psf_pixel (:));
90 end
91 end
92 corr_val = corr2(img ,psf);
93 end
94
95 end
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